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ABSTRACT
HIGH SPEED PROTOCOLS FOR DUAL BUS 
AND DUAL RING NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
by
Yaling Zhou
In this dissertation, two channel access mechanisms providing fair and 
bandwidth efficient transmission on dual bus and dual ring networks with high 
bandwidth-latency product are proposed. In addition, two effective priority mechanisms 
are introduced to meet the throughput and delay requirements of the diverse arrays of 
applications that future high speed networks must support.
For dual bus architectures, the Buffer Insertion Bandwidth Balancing 
(BI_B\VB) mechanism and the Preemptive priority Bandwidth Balancing (P_BI_BWB) 
mechanism are proposed. BI_BWB can significantly improve the delay performance of 
remote stations. It achieves that by providing each station with a shift register into which 
the station can temporarily store the upstream stations’ transmitted packets and replace 
these packets with its own transmissions. P_BI_BWB, an enhancement of BI_BWB, is 
designed to introduce effective preemptive priorities. This mechanism eliminates the 
effect of low priority on high priority by buffering the low priority traffic into a shift 
register until the transmission of the high priority traffic is complete.
For dual ring architectures, the Fair Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism (FB AM) 
and the Effective Priority Bandwidth Balancing (EP_BWB) mechanism are introduced. 
FBAM allows stations to reserve channel bandwidth on a continuous basis rather than 
wait until bandwidth starvation is observed. Consequently, FBAM does not have to deal 
with the difficult issue of identifying starvation, a serious drawback of other access
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
mechanisms such as the Local and Global Fairness Algorithms (LFA and GFA, 
respectively). In addition, its operation requires a significantly smaller number of control 
bits in the access control field of the slot and its performance is less sensitive to system 
parameters. Moreover, FBAM demonstrates Max-Min flow control properties with 
respect to the allocation of bandwidth among competing traffic streams, which is a 
significant advantage of FBAM over all the previously proposed channel access 
mechanisms. EP_BWB, an enhancement of FBAM to support preemptive priorities, 
minimizes the effect of low priority on high priority and supports delay-sensitive traffic 
by enabling higher priority classes to preempt the transmissions of lower priority classes. 
Finally, the great potential of EP_BWB to support the interconnection of base stations 
on a distributed control wireless PCN carrying voice and data traffic is demonstrated.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The introduction of high-speed switching, optical fiber transmission, and ATM network­
ing has opened up new opportunities for the development of high speed communication 
networks such as the Broadband Integrated Service Digital Network (B-ISDN) that can 
provide a diverse array of communication services in an integrated fashion. Such services 
will include file transfers, voice and video transmission, high capacity workstation inter­
connection, and LAN interconnection. Moreover, they will support the communication 
requirements of intensive data-processing applications such as image processing, numeri­
cal scientific parallel computations, multimedia database retrieval, video mail, interactive 
design, real-time simulations, and tele-conferencing. This wide variety of services will 
generate flows of information with very different traffic characteristics. Therefore, a major 
challenge for designers of the next generation of high capacity networks is the efficient 
allocation of the enormous available bandwidth among a large number of competing traf­
fic sources with diverse throughput and delay requirements.
Various access mechanisms have been recently proposed for the efficient share of a 
high capacity channel in the local area environment [2], [59], [79], [80], [87]. However, 
these mechanisms cannot be directly extended to higher bandwidths and longer distances. 
The reason is that all of them follow a cyclic operation in order to introduce fairness in 
bandwidth allocation. This operation can guarrantee for each station the same number of 
transmission opportunities during each cycle but requires a round trip propagation delay 
gap for distinguishing successive cycles. Consequently, the performance of these systems
1
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deteriorates significantly as the size of the network increases, i.e., the round-trip propaga­
tion delay and overhead delay gap per cycle increase. Equation (1.1) provides a quantita­
tive measure of the effect of various system parameters on the efficiency (maximum 
channel utilization) of cyclic type mechanisms [74]:
P  max= — 7 ~ r  ( * • »
1 +  -2—1
In equation (1.1) N is the number of stations, lm the maximum number of bits that 
each station can transmit during each cycle, C the channel capacity, and tov the round 
trip propagation delay. Equation (1.1) clearly shows that both the channel capacity and the 
network size have a strong negative effect on the maximum system utilization. For 
instance, consider an 100 Mbps 2 km ring network with N = 20 stations. Let us assume 
that each station can transmit up to lm = 20,000 bits during each cycle and that the sig­
nal propagation delay is 5 |X sec/km. Then tov = 2 x 5  = 10 (I sec and equation (1.1) pro­
vides a maximum utilization pmax of almost 1. Now let us assume that the transmission 
speed of the channel increases to C = 1 Gbps and the network size to 100 km, i.e., 
tov -  100 x 5 = 500(I sec. The corresponding system utilization will now decrease to
0.44. We can improve pmax by increasing the maximum number of bits (i.e., lm ) that 
each station can transmit during each cycle. However, the higher the value of lm the 
more unfair the system will become to lightly loaded stations.
The previous discussion clearly demonstrates the limitations of the cyclic operation 
in networks with high bandwidth-latency product. New medium access control protocols 
are needed whose performance is not sensitive to network size, the number of connected
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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stations, or channel capacity. In addition, these mechanisms must provide effective priori­
ties which can satisfy the diverse throughput and delay requirements of a wide variety of 
applications that future networks will support. We provide now a brief description of the 
main characteristics that appropriate Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanisms for 
Gbps networks must have. These are:
Simplicity: The MAC mechanism must be simple, i.e., its operation should not require 
significant processing since it will operate at very high speeds.
Minimal overhead for scheduling: The amount of control information which is needed 
for scheduling should be minimal. Furthermore, it should not be affected by the system 
parameters.
Fairness: Stations with similar traffic characteristics should acquire similar bandwidth 
and encounter similar delays regardless of their locations on the network.
Minimal effect o f system parameters on performance: The throughput and delay perfor­
mance should not be affected by system parameters such as network size, number of con­
nected stations, packet size, traffic characteristics, or channel capacity.
Support of effective priorities: In the presence of multiple priorities, classes of traffic with 
low priority should not affect the performance of high priority.
The objective of this dissertation is to introduce and investigate the performance of 
effective MAC mechanisms for high speed dual bus and dual ring network architectures 
that can demonstrate the afore mentioned characteristics. In the following sections, we 
provide a brief introduction of the dual bus and dual ring network architectures.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1.2 Dual Bus Architecture
A dual bus network consists of two unidirectional buses on which information travels in 




Fig.1.1 Dual bus network architecture
The first station on each bus generates fixed size slots which travel downstream. A 
segment is the unit of information and is equal to the data field of the slot. The Busy Bit 
(BB) in the Access Control Field (ACF) of the slot indicates whether a slot is currently 
empty (BB = 0) and can be written by a station, or busy (BB = 1), i.e., it has already been 
written by an upstream station.
It is evident from Fig. 1.1 that if a station wants to send data to another station 
located to its right, it will transmit onto bus A. Otherwise, it will transmit onto bus B. In 
the following discussions, we focus on the transmissions on bus A. The operation regard­
ing the transmissions on bus B is identical. Forward bus and forward channel will be 
used interchangeably for bus A, and reverse bus and reverse channel for bus B. Further­
more, a station Sj is said to be upstream from a station 5, when Sj can see the slots on bus 
A before 5-.
The main advantage of the dual bus topology is that it can eliminate the t over­
head required by the cyclic operation, thus enabling a maximum utilization of 1 (1.1)
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regardless of the values of the system parameters. However, dual bus topology introduces 
severe fairness problems. That is, the locations of the stations on the bus drastically affect 
their throughputs as well as the delays their packets will encounter. For instance, in 
Fig.1.1, if station S1 is overloaded and keeps on transmitting packets on bus A, it will 
never allow a downstream station to see any idle slot. It is evident that an effective 
Medium Access Control (MAC) mechanism is needed to ensure fair transmissions in the 
network. Consequently, various MAC algorithms have been proposed for dual bus net­
works. However, investigation of their performances, which has been conducted in [13], 
[14], [19], [20], [89], and [93], clearly shows their limited success. That is, these mech­
anisms are either not robust (they are fair only under certain types of loading) or too com­
plex to implement in a high speed network. An extensive survey of the research work in 
this area, together with a discussion on the limitation of the existing MAC mechanisms, is 
presented in Chapter 2.
1.3 Dual Ring Architecture
In this dissertation, we will also investigate access mechanisms for high speed dual ring 
network architectures. Our interest in dual ring networks has been motivated by their abil­
ity to offer much higher aggregate throughputs than dual bus networks. A dual ring con­
sists of two unidirectional rings on which information travels in opposite directions. The 
stations are connected to both rings, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
The shortest path routing rule is used in deciding the ring on which a station will 
transmit a packet. For instance, in Fig. 1.2, if station 5 1 needs to send packets to station
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S3, it will send them through ring A because it provides the shortest path. If station Sl 
needs to send packets to station S8, it will use ring B.
Fig.1.2 Dual ring network architecture
There are two approaches for removing the written slots from the ring. In the first 
one, called source release, the transmitting station is responsible for resetting the slot. In 
the second one, called destination release, the destination station of the transmission is 
responsible for resetting the written slot. The advantage of destination release is that it 
enables the same slot traveling around the ring to be reused by other stations. For this rea­
son the name Spatial Bandwidth Reuse is also being used for this slot removal technique. 
It is evident that destination release allows concurrent transmissions by stations on non 
overlapping ring segments. For instance, in the case of ring A of Fig. 1.2, Sl can transmit 
to S4 continuously and at the same time S5 can transmit to Sg continuously. Conse­
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quently, destination release may significantly increase the aggregate throughput of the 
system. For instance, in the case of a uniform traffic pattern, i.e., when each station trans­
mits to all other stations with the same probability, each written slot will travel on the 
average half a ring and the aggregate throughput of ring A will be twice the channel band­
width. Destination release comes, however, at the cost of a higher ring latency since each 
station must delay every passing slot in order to look at its destination address and decide 
on whether it should remove it or not. In the case of source release, this is not necessary 
since the size (in slots) of the ring is known and each station can anticipate the return of a 
written slot.
Destination release combined with a dual ring network architecture employing 
shortest path routing can increase even more the aggregate throughput of the system. The 
reason is that in this case, each station will always select the shortest path to destination, 
and slots will be more efficiently reused. For instance, in the case of the uniform traffic 
pattern mentioned above, each packet will now travel, on the average, only 1 / 4  th of the 
ring. That is, the aggregate throughput per ring will be 4 times the channel bandwidth, i.e., 
the aggregate throughput of the system will be 8 times the channel bandwidth. This higher 
bandwidth comes at the cost of a higher complexity since each station must now keep a 
routing table to decide every time on which ring it must transmit its packets.
Despite their high throughputs, dual ring networks also suffer from severe fairness 
problems. For instance, unrestricted transmission may result in bandwidth starvation for 
certain stations. As an example, consider Fig. 1.3 which shows station transmitting to 
station S4 on ring A while station S4 transmits to S2 on ring B. In this case, station S3 
will not be able to transmit any packet on either ring. It is evident that a fairness mecha­
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nism is needed to regulate the stations’ access to the network. The most prominent mecha­
nisms that have been proposed for this purpose in the literature include those of MAGNET 
[55] and ORWELL [29] rings, as well as the Global [18] and Local [16] Fairness Algo­
rithms; GFA and LFA, respectively. A discussion on those mechanisms (and their limita­
tions) will be presented in Chapter 2.
“ 0“
Fig.1.3 Example of bandwidth starvation
1.4 Multiple Priority Traffic
High speed networks are expected to support a wide variety of applications with diverse 
throughput, delay, and jitter requirements. Effective priority mechanisms that can meet 
these requirements are, thus, of paramount importance. Several priority mechanisms, 
including the one proposed for DQDB [85], the GPI_BWB [38] and TTR priority mecha­
nisms [2], have been proposed for high speed networks and will be briefly discussed in
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Chapter 2. Their limitations have motivated us to make the introduction of effective prior­
ity mechanisms as one of the major objectives of this dissertation.
1.5 Dissertation Contributions
The main objectives of this dissertation are: a) to propose and investigate the performance 
of channel access mechanisms that can improve fairness and introduce efficient bandwidth 
transmission on dual-bus and dual-ring networks with high bandwidth-latency product, b) 
to introduce effective priority mechanisms that can meet the diverse throughput and delay 
requirements that the high speed networks of the future must support.
First, we introduce the Buffer Insertion Bandwidth Balancing (BI_BWB) mecha­
nism that can improve, on dual bus networks, the downstream stations’ delay perfor­
mance. This mechanism tries to combine the advantages of the recently proposed 
NSW_IUT [48] and BWB_DQDB [85] mechanisms by enabling downstream stations to 
have a faster access to the channel. This is achieved by providing each station with a shift 
register into which the station can insert incoming written slots. In this way, idle slots are 
created which the downstream station can use to transmit its packets. It is evident that with 
the inserted slots, the train of channel slots will snake its way in and out of many stations 
and will increase the latency of the bus. This extra latency will be decreased whenever idle 
slots, reserved by the station, arrive at this station; at this instant, the inserted extra buffer 
space will be removed. The advantage of the BI_BWB method is that it enables down­
stream stations to access the channel immediately (as in the case of BWB_DQDB) but 
without the need of wasting any channel bandwidth, a drawback of the BWB_DQDB 
mechanism.
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The second contribution of this dissertation is a queuing analysis of the BI_BWB 
mechanism that can provide very good estimates for the average delay at each station. The 
proposed queueing model is capable of capturing the interdependencies among the busy 
slots on the forward channel, the slot reservations on the reverse channel, and the distance 
between stations. It can derive estimates for the stations’ access delays which are in good 
agreement with simulation results.
The third contribution of this dissertation is the proposed Preemptive priority 
BI_BWB mechanism (P_BI_BWB). This mechanism is an enhancement of BI_BWB 
which can provide preemptive priority capabilities to higher priority classes in the follow­
ing way. It allows stations to use their shift registers to temporarily remove the low prior­
ity traffic from the channel until the transmission of the high priority traffic is complete. At 
the same time it reserves enough idle slots to ensure the retransmission of the buffered low 
priority segments later on. In this way, the effect of low priority traffic on high priority 
traffic is completely eliminated. In fact, the operation of each traffic class becomes similar 
to that of a single priority system with channel bandwidth being the unused bandwidth by 
all higher priority classes.
The fourth contribution of this dissertation is the introduction of the Fair Bandwidth 
Allocation Mechanism (FBAM) for dual ring architectures. This mechanism enables sta­
tions to make slot reservations on a continuous basis rather than when bandwidth starva­
tion is observed. Consequently, it does not encounter the difficult task of detecting 
starvation, which is a serious drawback of the recently proposed Local Fairness Algorithm 
(LFA) [16]. Other significant advantages of FBAM over LFA include the following: a) it 
can provide a max-min throughput fairness which is the optimum bandwidth allocation
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that an algorithm may achieve, b) its performance is less sensitive to the system parame­
ters, c) its operation requires a significantly smaller number of control bits. Finally, its 
max-min fairness behavior allows the analytic derivation of accurate estimates for the sta­
tions’ throughput in the case of overload traffic conditions.
The fifth contribution of the dissertation is the introduction of the Effective Priority 
BWB mechanism (EP_BWB) for dual ring networks. This mechanism is an extension of 
the FBAM mechanism and can provide effective priorities on high speed dual ring net­
works. Its operation can minimize the effect of low priority traffic on high priority traffic 
and, for this reason, it can meet the stringent delay requirements of real-time traffic.
Finally, the sixth contribution of the dissertation is the investigation of the perfor­
mance of the EP_BWB mechanism in a more real world environment. Our motivation for 
this performance analysis is due to the current world-wide interest in wireless Personal 
Communication Networks (PCNs). We investigate the ability of a dual ring network, 
under the EP_BWB mechanism, to support the interconnection of base stations on a dis­
tributed control wireless PCN carrying voice and data traffic.
1.6 Dissertation Outline
The organization of the rest of the dissertation is as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide a 
brief survey of the research work in the area of high speed MANs and discuss the advan­
tages and limitations of the existent MAC mechanisms. In Chapter 3, we introduce the 
Buffer Insertion BWB mechanism for dual bus networks. We discuss our motivation for 
its introduction, provide a detail presentation of the BI_BWB access algorithm, and inves­
tigate its throughput and delay performance. We also provide a queueing analysis for
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BIJ3WB, which can derive accurate estimates for the average segment delay at each sta­
tion. In Chapter 4, we introduce the Preemptive priority BI_BWB mechanism 
(P_BI_BWB) which can eliminate completely the effect of low priority traffic on high pri­
ority traffic; it is, therefore, appropriate for serving real-time traffic. In Chapter 5, we 
introduce the Fair Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism (FBAM) for dual ring network archi­
tectures. We demonstrate its fairness, with respect to throughput and delay, and compare 
its performance with that of the Global and Local Fairness Algorithms under various traf­
fic load configurations. In Chapter 6, we present the Effective Priority Bandwidth Balanc­
ing (EPJBWB) MAC mechanism. We investigate its throughput and delay performance 
under various traffic scenarios and demonstrate its ability to support effectively delay-sen­
sitive traffic. In Chapter 7, we provide a brief description of a distributed control wireless 
PCN system and investigate its performance when a dual ring network employing spatial 
reuse is used for the interconnection of its microcellular base sites. Finally, in Chapter 8, 
we present our conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2 
PREVIOUS WORKS IN HIGH SPEED MANS
2.1 Introduction
High speed MANs, based on the dual bus and dual ring topologies, have recently become 
a very active research area. Several medium access control mechanisms have been pro­
posed for allocating their channel bandwidth. In this chapter, we provide a brief literature 
review of the research work in this field. In section 2.2, we describe the main Medium 
Access Control (MAC) algorithms which have been proposed for dual bus networks. In 
section 2.3, we present the main MAC algorithms which have been introduced for dual 
ring networks. Finally, in section 2.4, we discuss some priority mechanisms which have 
been proposed for supporting multiple priority traffic.
2.2 MAC Mechanisms for Dual Bus Networks
In this section, we first provide a brief description of the Distributed Queue Dual Bus 
(DQDB) MAC mechanism [85] and elaborate on its fairness problem. Then, we discuss 
the three most effective Bandwidth Balancing Mechanisms that have been proposed to 
deal with the fairness issue. The objective is to provide a useful insight into the DQDB 
operation and the various approaches one can follow in order to improve it.
2.2.1 The DQDB MAC Mechanism
The dual bus architecture was first introduced in the Queued Packet and Synchronous Cir­
cuit Exchange (QPSX) [11] network. The objective was to introduce a high speed Metro­
politan Area Network (MAN) whose maximum throughput would remain 1 regardless of
13
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its size, number of station it connects, packet size, or channel bandwidth. The idea was so 
attractive that IEEE formed the IEEE 802.6 committee to prepare a high speed network 
standard for the metropolitan area which would be based on QPSX. This IEEE 802.6 stan­
dard [85] became known as the Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) network because of 
its medium access control method which tries to form a distributed queue of waiting pack­
ets in order to transmit them in a First Come First Served (FCFS) order. Although FCFS is 
indeed achieved when the signal propagation delay is negligible (i.e., the size of the net­
work is small), it is not possible as the size of the network increases. In fact, extensive 
investigations of the DQDB performance have demonstrated serious problems in the abil­
ity of the DQDB access mechanism to be fair to the competing for the channel users. That 
is, the location of a station in the network has a very strong effect on the amount of band­
width this station may acquire and/or the delay that its packets will encounter.
The fairness problem of DQDB led to an explosion of research activity in the area of 
MANs that was mainly directed towards understanding the DQDB operation and over­
coming its limitations. A wide variety of access mechanisms were proposed with many of 
them having only a very limited success. The main difficulty in introducing a fair and effi­
cient MAC mechanism in the MAN environment arises from the large distances involved 
which delay the propagation of control information thus affecting the stations’ view of the 
channel activity. Consequently, many of the access mechanisms which were proposed to 
alleviate the DQDB fairness problem required the transmission of a considerable amount 
of control information while others performed very well only under certain types of traffic 
load. When the traffic load generated by the stations changed, their performance could 
deteriorate significantly.
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In DQDB each slot consists of an one byte Access Control Field (ACF) and a 52 
bytes segment. The segment is divided into a 4 bytes segment header and a 48 bytes seg­
ment payload. The segment payload is further divided into a 2 bytes header, a 44 bytes 
segmentation unit, and a 2 bytes trailer. That is, the maximum amount of user data infor­
mation that can be carried by each slot is 44 bytes. Thus, if the size of a packet generated 
by a station is greater than 44 bytes, it will have to be fragmented into blocks of 44 bytes. 
The format of the DQDB packet (or slot) is shown in Fig.2.1.














BB TYPE PSR RESERVED RF[h] RF[m RF[1] Header Segmentation Unit Trailer
(1) (1) (1) (2) (1) (1) (1) [2] [44] [2]
Fig.2.1 DQDB slot format
Important bits of the slot Access Control Field (ACF) are: a) the Busy Bit (BB) that 
indicates whether a slot is idle (BB = 0) or busy (BB = 1), i.e., it has already been written 
by an upstream station, b) the request fields (RF[h], RF[m], RF[1] for high, medium, and 
low priority, respectively) which indicate, on the reverse bus, whether a downstream traf­
fic source of priority “i” requests (by setting RF[1] = 1) an idle slot from the upstream sta­
tions. In the sequel, we focus on the DQDB operation in the presence of a single priority 
traffic; i.e., only the RF[1] field can be set by an active station.
The DQDB mechanism [85] enables a downstream station to send a reservation 
request upstream for the first segment in its queue. Two counters per station, the Request
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Counter (RQ_CTR) and the Count Down Counter (CD_CTR) control the transmission of 
the station on the forward bus. When a station is idle (i.e., does not have any packets to 
send), it increases its RQ_CTR by 1 for every request that it observes on the reverse chan­
nel and decreases this RQ_CIR by one (if it is greater than 0) for every idle slot it 
observes on the forward channel. In this way RQ_CTR keeps track of the downstream sta­
tions that have made requests for the transmission of their segments. When a new segment 
becomes first in the queue of a station (i.e., a new packet arrives at an idle station or a seg­
ment has just been transmitted and the next segment in the queue becomes first in the sta­
tion’s queue), the station transfers the content of RQ_CTR to CD_CTR and resets its 
RQ_CTR to 0. At the same time, it sends a request on the reverse bus to notify the 
upstream stations of the new queued segment. From this instant, the station decrements 
CD_CTR for every empty slot that arrives on the forward channel (bus A) and increments 
RQ_CTR for every request bit that arrives on the reverse channel. Whenever CD_CTR 
becomes 0, the station transmits its queued segment in the next idle slot that arrives on the 
forward channel.
The major advantage of the DQDB operation is that its maximum throughput is not 
sensitive to network parameters, i.e., it remains 1 regardless of the network size, number 
of connected stations or traffic patterns. However, DQDB suffers from a serious fairness 
problem. This is the extremely strong effect that the location of each station on the bus has 
on its throughput and delay performances. In order to illustrate this unfairness let us con­
sider the dual bus network of Fig. 1.1 but with only two stations, and S2, separated by 
a distance of 20 slots. Assume that initially only station Sl is active and overloaded, and 
acquires all the channel bandwidth. Then S2 becomes active. S2 will send a request for
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the first segment in its queue. This request will have to travel 20 slots upstream to to 
reserve one idle slot. 20 slots later, this idle reserved slot will arrive at S2 and enable this 
station to transmit its first segment and send a new request for its next segment. That is, S2 
can receive only one slot every 1 round trip propagation time (i.e., 40 slots) while 5 1 can 
transmit on all the other slots of this 40 slot cycle. Extensive investigations of the DQDB 
mechanism [37], [93] have shown that this unfairness is exacerbated as the network size, 
number of connected stations, or packet size increase. Furthermore, it has a detrimental 
effect on the ability of the network to support real-time traffic. For these reasons, a Band­
width Balancing mechanism for DQDB (BWB_DQDB) was introduced which we briefly 
describe in the next section.
2.2.2 The BWB_DQDB Mechanism
The BWB_DQDB mechanism has also been included in the IEEE 802.6 standard [85]. 
This mechanism can provide the requested throughput to lightly loaded stations while, at 
the same time, can evenly distribute the remaining channel bandwidth among the over­
loaded stations. BWB_DQDB achieves this by requiring each station to increase the value 
of its RQ_CTR by an extra 1 every time it transmits BWB_MOD segments onto the chan­
nel. A Bandwidth Balancing Counter (BWB_CTR) is needed to indicate when a station 
should increase its RQ_CTR value. The artificial increase in the RQ_CTR value allows 
one extra empty slot to pass downstream and be written by the first active downstream sta­
tion with CD_CTR = 0. In this way, upstream stations allow a greater number of idle slots 
to go to the downstream stations and the system can reach a steady state where the fair 
bandwidth allocation is achieved.
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It is evident that the BWB.DQDB operation may waste channel bandwidth since in 
the absence of active downstream stations, the empty slots that upstream stations allow to 
pass will not be written by any station. Indeed, a performance analysis of BWB_DQDB, 
conducted in [93], has shown that as the value of BWB_MOD decreases the amount of 
bandwidth which is wasted increases. On the other hand, a small value of BWB_MOD can 
bring the system much faster to the steady state where the fair bandwidth allocation is 
achieved. It has also been shown in [93] that if different values of BWB_MOD are 
assigned to the various stations, their steady state throughputs will become proportionate 
to their BWB_MOD values. Nevertheless, the required bandwidth wastage and slow con­
vergence speed to the steady state are major drawbacks of the BWB_DQDB mechanism 
and significantly affect its capability to support effectively multipriority traffic. The main 
reason is its slow responsiveness to changes of the traffic load which cannot protect the 
high priority traffic from transient overloads of the low priority traffic, although it can 
guarantee the steady state bandwidth requirements of the high priority traffic. Conse­
quently, if the high priority traffic is generated by real-time applications (such as digital 
voice) it may not be capable of meeting its stringent delay requirements. These reasons 
motivated the introduction of the NSW_BWB and NSW_IUT bandwidth balancing mech­
anisms whose operation does not require the wastage of channel slots.
2.2.3 NSW.BWB and NSW.IUT MAC Mechanisms
The objective of the NSW_BWB [49] and NSW_IUT [48] mechanisms is to enable sta­
tions to know whether an idle slot will be written by a downstream station before they 
allow it to pass. Thus, no slot will be wasted, a small value of BWB_MOD can be used
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and the system can converge much faster to the steady state. The operation of both mecha­
nisms requires the use of one additional control bit, the Transmit Additional Request 
(TAR) bit, in the ACF of each slot. According to both mechanisms, whenever a station 5{ 
transmits its BWB.MODth segment, it sets the TAR bit to 1 in the written slot instead of 
increasing its RQ_CTR by one. The first active downstream station 5 • that has segments 
in its queue (for which requests have not been sent) can erase the TAR = 1 bit and transmit 
an extra request upstream. This request will be seen by station Sp which will now increase 
its RQ_CTR by one and allow an empty slot to pass to Sj. It should be noticed, however, 
that the request sent by station Sj will be seen not only by 5- but also by all other stations 
which are upstream from S{ which will also increase their request counters. The NSW 
mechanisms compensate these upstream stations by not allowing station 5f (which was 
responsible for the transmission of the extra request by Sj) to send a request for the next 
waiting segment in its queue, i.e., the one that follows the transmission of the TAR = 1 bit. 
This next segment can be transmitted only when 5( sees an idle slot that has not been 
reserved by the downstream stations (i.e., its RQ_CTR = 0), or when it observes a TAR = 
1 bit; which will enable S( to send an extra request and reserve an idle slot on the channel.
The NSW mechanisms can balance the bandwidth because they can guarantee that 
all overloaded stations will observe the same number of TAR = 1 bits on the channel. In 
both of them, a station is allowed to erase a TAR = 1 bit if and only if it is certain that will 
return it to the channel. That is, the station has enough segments in its queue whose trans­
mission will enable this station to send a TAR = 1 bit downstream. In NSW_BWB, erasing 
a TAR = 1 bit is the only way for sending an extra request upstream. This approach, how­
ever, discriminates against the lightly loaded stations. For instance, consider a lightly
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loaded station with eight segments in its queue and a BWB_MOD value of eight. Let us 
also assume that a sequence of TAR = 1 bits arrives at the forward channel. Since the sta­
tion has only 8 segments, their transmissions will generate only one TAR = 1 bit, and 
therefore this station can erase only one of the passing TAR = 1 bits. In contrast, a heavily 
loaded station, with a long queue, will be able to erase all of them and transmit a much 
greater number of requests on the reverse channel. For this reason, the NSW_IUT mecha­
nism was introduced that allows a station to send an extra request upstream every time it 
sees a TAR = 1 bit on the channel. If the station’s queue is also large enough and the sta­
tion knows that will return a TAR = 1 bit onto the channel, it will also erase the passing 
TAR = 1 bit. Otherwise, it will allow the TAR = 1 bit to pass to the downstream stations. 
The investigation of the performance of the NSW_IUT mechanism in [48] has shown that 
it can significantly improve the delay performance of lightly loaded stations. Furthermore, 
it can drastically reduce the effect that the station location has on both throughput and 
delay performance.
The main problem of the NSW mechanisms is that downstream stations are required 
to send requests upstream and to wait for the reversed slots to arrive before they can start 
transmitting their segments. This requirement was introduced by the desire to eliminate 
bandwidth wastage. In this dissertation, however, we will introduce a buffer insertion 
technique, which we will call Buffer Insertion BWB mechanism (BI_BWB), that has the 
potential of providing a fair bandwidth allocation similar to NSW_IUT, (i.e., it does not 
waste any channel bandwidth) and, at the same time, can allow downstream stations to 
have a much faster access to the transmission medium. The key idea in BI_BWB is to 
allow each station, that has segments in its queue and observes a TAR = 1 bit, to delay the
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passing busy slot into a local shift register thus creating an idle slot on which it can write 
its own segment. In this way, the station can access the channel immediately. Notice, how­
ever, that because the size of the bus has now increased by one slot, the station will also 
send one request upstream to reserve an idle slot whose arrival at the station will enable 
this station to restore the size of the bus to its normal size. The detailed description of the 
BI_BWB operation will be presented in Chapter 3.
2.3 MAC Mechanisms for Dual Ring Networks
In this section, we provide a brief description of the most prominent mechanisms that have 
been proposed in the literature and elaborate on their limitations which clearly demon­
strate the need for more efficient mechanisms.
2.3.1 The Global Fairness Algorithm (GFA)
Variations of this access mechanism have been proposed for MAGNET [55], ORWELL 
[29], ATMR [69] and METARING [18]. The Global Fairness algorithm [18] views the 
entire network as a single resource and tries to provide all stations with equal transmission 
opportunities. Its operation is based on a control message, called SAT (from SATisfied), 
which is forwarded around the ring and regulates the access of the stations to the network. 
We point out that the SAT is transmitted in the opposite direction of the data, i.e., the data 
transmission on ring A is regulated by the circulating SAT on ring B. Between two succes­
sive arrivals of the SAT messages at a station, the station can transmit at least I segments 
and at most k segments; where / and k are system parameters. A segment transmission 
counter (ST_CTR) at each station is reset to 0 every time this station forwards the SAT
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upstream. Whenever a station transmits a segment, its ST_CTR is increased by one. If a 
station sees an empty slot in the channel, it is allowed to transmit a segment only if its own 
ST_CTR is less than it. If a station Si receives a SAT, it will forward the SAT upstream 
immediately unless it has packets waiting in its queue and its ST_CTR is less than /. In 
this case it will hold the SAT. Since every station may only transmit at most k segments 
before it receives another SAT message again, the upstream from stations will eventu­
ally become idle, and S( will be able to see idle slots and transmit its packets. As soon as a 
station has transmitted / segments, or its output queue is empty, it will forward the SAT 
message upstream immediately.
The main drawback of the Global Fairness Algorithm (GFA) is the sensitivity of its 
performance to the system parameters. For instance, consider a 100 km, 100 Mbps net­
work consisting of 100 stations with a signal propagation delay equal to 5 (I sec/km and a 
slot size equal to 500 bits. Then, the transmission time of a slot will be 
500/100 = 5p.sec and the round trip delay 100 slots.
It is evident that in order for GFA to maintain the ring utilization to 1, a value of k 
equal to 100 slots should be selected. In this way, in the presence of only one active station 
on the ring, the SAT will return to the active station at the instant it transmits the last of a 
group of 100 segments thus enabling this station to renew its 100 segment quota. Hence 
the station will transmit continuously. But then, in a worst case traffic scenario, a station 
may have to wait for each one of a half of its upstream stations1 to transmit 100 segments
1. This is because for the other half of the upstream stations, the shortest path to reach the 
stations which are downstream from our tagged station will be through the other ring; not 
the one the tagged station wants to transmit its segments.
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before it can see empty slots and start the transmission of its own segments. Thus, the 
requirement for efficient channel utilization may result to significant delays for certain sta­
tions.
2.3.2 The Local Fairness Algorithm (LFA)
The Local Fairness Algorithm (LFA) [16] has been introduced to provide high throughput 
without compromising the stations’ ability to access the channel. This mechanism views 
the network as a distributed collection of communication resources. It is triggered only 
when potential bandwidth starvation is observed and is usually restricted to the ring sec­
tions that contain the stations which are competing for the channel. The three major issues 
in this mechanism are the following: a) how to detect the existence of starvation, b) how to 
find the ring segments that contain the competing stations, and c) how to detect the end of 
the starvation.
LFA [16] provides the following answers to the above questions: A station is in star­
vation when it has packets to transmit but it cannot access the network because it finds the 
medium to be continuously busy. Each station alternates between two modes of opera­
tions: a) the nonrestricted mode, in which a station can transmit at any time as soon as it 
sees an empty slot and b) the restricted mode, in which a station can transmit up to k seg­
ments. Normally, each station is operating in the nonrestricted mode. When a station 
becomes starved, it switches to the restricted mode of operation and generates a starvation 
announcement control message which is sent to its upstream stations on the reverse chan­
nel. Each upstream station S( that receives this control message enters the restricted 
mode. Furthermore, if the channel is busy at this instant (due to transmissions by other
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upstream stations), 5( forwards the control message upstream. Otherwise, Si removes the 
message from the channel thus terminating the overloaded ring section. The restricted 
mode ends when each of the involved stations has sent at least I segments. It should be 
noticed that deadlock may occur when all the stations in the ring network have entered the 
restricted mode. Such a case may appear when no station sees an empty channel at the 
instant it receives the starvation announcement message which, in this way, is forwarded 
around the ring. The LFA mechanism solves this deadlock problem by including a 
REQ_ID parameter in the control message that is sent upstream. The REQ_ID identifies 
the station that generates the control message (i.e., requests the switching to the restricted 
mode) and thus is responsible (i.e., after a complete rotation) for removing it from the 
channel.
The LFA algorithm can achieve a higher network throughput than the global fair­
ness mechanism in most of the cases. Nevertheless, it suffers from three serious problems:
a) It is difficult to determine when starvation starts. The statement used in the LFA 
[16] to define starvation, i.e., “starvation is observed when a station has something to 
transmit but cannot access the network because its upstream link is continuously busy”, is 
very vague. The problem is that it is very difficult to define quantitatively what “continu­
ously” means. For instance, one can define “continuously” as the situation where a station 
sees the channel busy for w consecutive slots. Notice, however, that in such a case an 
upstream station may regulate its transmission in such a way so that it can acquire most of 
the channel bandwidth; i.e., this station can write on w -  1 slots and then allow an idle slot 
to pass by so that its downstream station will never trigger the restricted mode of opera­
tion.
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b) It is not really fair. The maximum throughput of a station (under LFA) is still 
strongly affected by the channel speed and the location of the station in the network. For 
instance, consider the two station ring segment shown in Fig.2.2. Assume that both sta­
tions Sl and S2 are overloaded, the distance between them is d  time slots, and that S2 
becomes starved when it observes w consecutive busy slots on ring A. At this instant S2 
will send the starvation announcement control message to S{ (through ring B). When this 
message arrives at Sl (d time slots later), Sl will transmit k additional segments (on ring 
A) and then stop, waiting for the SAT message from S2; we should notice that Sl has 
transmitted d+k segments from the moment S2 observed starvation. S2 will transmit I 
segments, and then send the SAT signal upstream which will arrive at Sl d  time slots later 
and enable to start transmitting. Until the busy slots written by Sl arrive at S2, S2 will 
have the opportunity to write on an additional d  slots. Then S2 will have to wait for w 
busy slots to pass by before it becomes starved again and generates the starvation 
announcement control message. It is evident that during each cycle of the above operation 
(where the cycle is defined by two consecutive transmissions of the starvation announce­
ment control message), station 51 transmits 2d+k+w segments while S2 transmits l+2d 
segments. Since k > I and w > 0, the throughputs of the two stations will be different.
Ring A
Ring B
Fig.2.2 Throughput unfairness under the Local Fairness 
Algorithm
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c) The maximum number of stations that can be connected into the network is deter­
mined by the size of the REQ_ID field in the Access Control Field of the packet. Although 
this might be a minor problem in the presence of one traffic class (for instance, 10 bits 
enable connection of 210 = 1024 stations), it may become more significant in the case of 
multipriority classes of traffic.
2.4 Priority Mechanisms
In this section, we provide a brief description of some prominent priority mechanisms 
which have been proposed for high speed networks and discuss their limitations.
2.4.1 DQDB Priority Mechanism
The DQDB priority mechanism has been included in the IEEE 802.6 MAN standard. It 
requires a separate request bit (see Fig.2.1), request counter (RQ_CTR), and countdown 
counter (CD_CTR) for each priority class. If a class is idle, its RQ_CTR will count its own 
and higher priority requests on the reverse channel. If a class is active, its RQ_CTR will 
count only the requests of its own priority, while its CD_CTR will count the requests of 
higher priority.
The main problem of the DQDB priority mechanism is that it cannot guarantee 
higher throughputs and lower delays for higher priority classes in a high speed long dis­
tance network [7], [14], [89], [90]. That is, the station location continuous to have a very 
strong effect on both throughput and delay performance.
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2.4.2 The Global Priority Information BWB (GPI.BWB) Mechanism
The GPI_BWB mechanism [38] is based on BWB_DQDB, and is among the most effec­
tive priority mechanisms. GPI_BWB allows a high priority class to consider the busy slots 
of lower priority that it observes on the channel as equivalent to idle slots that it should 
allow to go downstream. In this way, higher priority classes allow fewer slots to go to the 
downstream lower priority classes and their steady state throughput performance becomes 
independent of the presence of the low priority traffic. However, the station location still 
has a strong effect on the high priority traffic delay. Moreover, because this mechanism 
also converges slowly to the steady state (since it is based on BWB_DQDB), it cannot 
effectively protect time-critical traffic from sudden overloads of the low priority traffic.
2.4.3 The Timed Token Rotation (TTR) Priority Mechanism
The TTR mechanism [2] is used in the FDDI dual ring networks. It assigns a different 
value of Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT) to each class. Higher priority classes acquire 
a larger value of TTRT. The operation is token passing. The maximum amount of traffic a 
class can transmit, every time it captures the token, is determined by the difference 
between the value of TTRT assigned to this class and the duration of the most recent token 
rotation. Since high priority classes have larger values of TTRT they can transmit more 
traffic during each token rotation, even completely shut off the low priority traffic trans­
missions. This mechanism is fair because of the token passing, but it is not efficient for 
network with high bandwidth-latency product. The reason is that the token has to go 
around the entire network which introduces a ring latency sensitive overhead. In addition 
it does not support bandwidth spatial reuse.
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2.4.4 The Time Based Priority Global Fairness Algorithm (TBP_GFA)
The TBP_GFA has been proposed for dual ring architectures in [94]. It tries to combine 
the features of the TTR priority mechanism of section 2.4.3 with those of the Global Fair­
ness Algorithm (GFA). Its operation is based on two control signals: SAT and 
ASYNC_EN, which circulate in the opposite ring than that of the traffic they regulate. 
AS YNC_EN with attributes GREEN, YELLOW or RED, is used for enabling or disabling 
the transmission of the asynchronous traffic while the SAT is used for ensuring fairness 
among the stations generating synchronous traffic according to the Global Fairness Algo­
rithm. The key idea in TBP_GFA is the introduction of a Tmin time period which is equal 
to R times the round trip propagation delay, where R is an input parameter. If the synchro­
nous traffic is not satisfied during this Tmin period, the transmission of asynchronous traf­
fic will be halted. The GBP_GFA operation is also based on network-wide fairness cycles. 
Therefore, it is also very sensitive to the ring propagation delay.
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CHAPTER 3
THE BUFFER INSERTION BWB MECHANISM 
FOR DUAL BUS ARCHITECTURES
3.1 Introduction
The primary objective of the Buffer Insertion Bandwidth Balancing (BI_BWB) mecha­
nism is to improve the delay performance of downstream stations in large dual bus net­
works. The NSWJUT mechanism [48] has already provided a significant improvement 
over the NSW_BWB mechanism in the delay performance of the downstream stations. 
This is because it allows stations, even when they are lightly loaded, to send extra requests 
upstream as soon as they observe the TAR = 1 bits on the channel. However, these 
requests still have to travel upstream and force the upstream stations to allow idle slots to 
go downstream. That is, in the presence of overloaded upstream stations, it will take a 
round trip propagation delay before an active downstream station starts seeing idle slots. 
For instance, in a large MAN of 200 km with a 5 (I sec/km signal propagation delay, it 
may take 200 * 2 * 5 = 2000p. sec = 2msec for a station at the end of the bus to observe 
an idle slot, if the most upstream station is heavily loaded. Such a delay may not be tolera­
ble for some real-time applications. In Fig.3.1, we provide a more quantitative feeling of 
the effect that the location of a station on the bus has on its average packet delay under 
both the NSWJUT mechanism and the BWB mechanism of DQDB (BWB_DQDB). We 
consider an 1 Gbps, 20 stations network with a distance between neighbor stations equal 
to 10 slots. The slot size is S3 bytes, the signal propagation delay 5 (I sec/km, and the 
value of the BWB_MOD parameter equal to 2.
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F i g . 3 . 1  Delay comparison of BWB_DQDB and NSW_IUT mechanisms
In Fig.3.1, we consider stations that generate independent segments. The total 
offered load is 0.9 segments/slot uniformly distributed among the stations. Fig.3.1 shows 
that under NSWJUT, the delays encountered by the downstream stations are higher than 
those encountered by the upstream stations. In contrast, under BWB_DQDB, the upstream 
stations encounter higher delays. This is due to the significant number of idle slots that 
upstream stations allow to go downstream under the BWB mechanism. Because a large 
number of these slots is wasted, the delays of the stations are significantly higher under 
BWB_DQDB.
The objective of the Buffer Insertion BWB mechanism is to allow downstream sta­
tions to have almost immediate access to the channel. The main idea on which the 
BI_BWB operation is based is the following: stations can temporarily store incoming
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written slots locally and replace them with their own transmissions. In order to achieve 
that, a station delays a written slot into a shift register and retransmits it onto the channel 
as soon as it has completed its own transmission. We see that the BI_BWB operation 
increases the bus latency by one slot every time a station inserts its own packet segment 
into the transmission path. The bus latency is decreased in the following way: every time a 
station inserts an idle slot, it also sends a request upstream to reserve an idle slot from the 
upstream stations. The arrival of this slot at the station will enable this station to decrease 
the bus latency by one slot.
The BI_BWB operation tries to combine the advantages of both the BWB_DQDB 
and NSW JUT mechanisms. We remind the reader that the main advantage of 
BWB_DQDB is that it forces each station to immediately allow an idle slot to pass by so 
that downstream stations can use it. Its disadvantage is that because of the potential band­
width wastage, the station must use a relatively large value of BWB_MOD. NSWJUT, on 
the other hand, does not waste any channel bandwidth, and thus it can use a small value of 
BWB_MOD. Its disadvantage is that a downstream station must first make a reservation 
and then wait for the reserved idle slot to arrive. Consequently, in overload conditions, 
downstream stations will have to suffer an initial round trip propagation delay before 
accessing the channel. In addition, stations do not have any control over the delay of their 
packets. They can transmit only when they see an empty and unreserved slot. That is, once 
an upstream station has inserted a segment, the slot that this segment occupies will not be 
available to any other station. Thus access delays of the downstream stations depend only 
on the total load of the network and their locations on the bus.
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The proposed BI_BWB can avoid bandwidth wastage while enabling downstream 
stations to access the channel as fast as they would do under the BWB_DQDB mechanism 
using a small value of BWB.MOD. By replacing the upstream stations’ segment trans­
missions on the channel with its own queued segments, a downstream station can access 
the channel immediately even when its location follows that of an overloaded station. 
Once the bus latency has increased by one slot due to a buffered segment, there are several 
parameters which can be set to determine when the station must remove its inserted buffer 
space from the bus path. Different values of these parameters will have a different impact 
on the delays of the stations in the network. Consequently, the BI_BWB mechanism has a 
much greater flexibility in controlling the stations’ delay performance than the NSW_IUT 
mechanism. In fact, NSW_IUT becomes a special case of the BIJBWB mechanism that 
we introduce. The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.2, we 
present the main characteristics of the BI_BWB mechanism. In section 3.3, we provide 
the detailed description of the BI_BWB access algorithm and in section 3.4 we elaborate 
on its operation. In section 3.5, we use simulation results to investigate its throughput and 
delay performance. In section 3.6, we present a queuing analysis that can derive accurate 
estimate of the segment delay. Finally, in section 3.7, we present our conclusions.
3.2 The BI_BWB Mechanism
The BI_BWB operation incorporates features of the NSW_IUT [48] operation. That is, it 
also allows each station to send multiple requests upstream and divides its waiting seg­
ments into registered and unregistered segments. The segments for which requests have 
been sent are called registered. The segments for which requests have not yet been sent
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are called unregistered. Two counters, the RG_CTR and UNRG_CTR, count the number 
of registered and unregistered segments, respectively, at each station. When a station 
sends a request, its UNRG_CTR decreases by 1 and its RG_CTR increases by 1.
There are two ways a station can send a request upstream: a) when a segment 
becomes first in the queue, and b) when the station observes a TAR = 1 bit on the channel. 
As in NSWJUT, the TAR bit has been introduced into the Access Control Field (ACF) of 
the slot to allow waste free bandwidth balancing operation among the upstream and down­
stream stations. This is achieved by providing each station with a Bandwidth Balancing 
Counter (BWB_CTR) which is increased by 1 every time the station transmits a segment. 
When BWB_CTR becomes equal to the bandwidth balancing parameter BWB_MOD, the 
station sets the TAR bit to 1 on the written slot and resets its BWB_CTR to 0. However, 
when an active station receives a segment with TAR = 1 from upstream, instead of for­
warding the passing TAR segment downstream, it delays the busy slot into a local shift 
register (called the Insertion Buffer) thus creating an idle slot. This idle slot corresponds, 
in a way, to the idle slot that an upstream station allows to go downstream in the case of 
the BWB_DQDB mechanism. This idle slot can now be used either by a downstream sta­
tion (if the station’s RQ_CTR > 0) or the station itself to transmit a segment. We should 
keep in mind that a station observing a passing TAR = 1 bit always sends an additional 
request upstream whenever its UNRG_CTR > 0. This means that if a station writes on an 
idle slot which was created by inserting an upstream busy slot into its shift register, the 
segment it transmits is always a registered segment, i.e., a segment for which a request has 
been sent. Therefore, whenever an idle slot is inserted into the transmission path by a sta­
tion, a request is always sent upstream for a free slot reservation regardless of whether the
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inserted idle slot is going to be used by a downstream station or the station itself. This res­
ervation is made either by a downstream station, when RQ_CTR > 0, or by the station 
itself, when RQ_CTR = 0 and the station transmits a segment This reserved idle slot will 
enable this station, upon its arrival, to decrease the bus latency back to its original size.
Another action that a station observing a passing TAR = 1 bit on the channel may 
take is to reset it to 0. The station will do this if it is certain that it can return a TAR = 1 bit 
to the channel through the transmission of its currently waiting segments. For this pur­
pose, the parameter N_TAR is introduced which provides the number of TAR segments at 
the station’s queue. TAR segment is a segment whose transmission will make the 
BWB_CTR equal to BWB_MOD, and therefore will have its TAR bit set to 1. It is evident 
that the value of N_TAR is given by:
N TAR = [  (BWB CTR + UNRG_CTR + RG_CTR) /  {BWB MOD) J (3.2)
where |_Xj is the integer part of X.
In order for a station to determine whether it should reset a passing TAR = 1 bit, it 
must also know (in addition to the value of N_TAR) how many TAR = 1 bits it has already 
erased, and therefore owes to the downstream stations. This information is provided by the 
Debit TAR Counter (DBTAR_CTR) which increases by 1 every time the station resets a 
TAR = 1 bit, and decreases by 1 (if it is greater than 0) every time a station transmits a 
TAR = 1 bit onto the channel. It is now evident that a station can reset a passing TAR = 1 
bit, if and only if, N_TAR > DBTAR_CTR. We conclude this section by pointing out that, 
in the case of BI_BWB, a station can transmit a segment only when its request counter
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RQ_CTR is equal to 0. The objective is to give a higher priority to the service of requests, 
and thus slightly compensate the downstream stations for their unfavorable locations on 
the bus. In the sequel, we provide a detailed description of the buffer insertion and buffer 
size reduction mechanisms.
3.2.1 The Buffer Insertion Mechanism
When a busy slot carrying a TAR = 1 bit is seen on the forward channel and the station’s 
transmission queue is not empty, the station is allowed to increase its buffer size by storing 
the written slot of the channel into a local shift register. This creates an idle slot which can 
be used: a) by a downstream station (if RQ_CTR > 0), b) by the station itself, or c) by the 
local shift register thus reducing the size of the insertion buffer by 1. A flag, called 
Tx_Order with value 0 or 1, is used to indicate whether the station is allowed to transmit 
a queued segment or decrease its insertion buffer size by 1. Initially, the value of 
Tx_Order is 0, which means the station is allowed to transmit from its own queue.
We should notice that the Buffer Insertion Mechanism maintains the order of the 
upstream written slots in the following way. Once a station has inserted its shift register 
into the transmission path, all the upstream busy slots will have to go through this shift 
register. That is, the train of written slots snakes its way in and out of this station.
3.2.2 Buffer Size Reduction Mechanism
Whenever a station receives an idle slot from upstream and its RQ_CTR is 0, it has the 
option of either transmitting a segment from its own queue or reducing the shift register 
size by transmitting the first segment of its insertion buffer. If the station always transmits
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the segments in the buffer first, upstream stations may be favored. In contrast, if the station
always transmits the segments in its own queue first, downstream stations will be favored.
The BIJBWB mechanism introduces two new parameters, LMOD and BMOD, to
control the number of segments the station can transmit from its local queue and insertion
buffer, respectively. Two counters, the LOCAL_CTR and BF_CTR, are used to count the
number of segments the station has transmitted from the corresponding local queue and
buffer. LOCAL_CTR and BF_CTR are reset to 0 whenever their values become equal to
LMOD and BMOD, respectively. In order to distribute evenly in time the transmission of
the local and buffered segments, the afore mentioned Tx_Order flag is used to determine
the queue from which the station should transmit. If f  | < f  juic queue uuu mwi wc cwuuu auuum uauauui. u.  ̂LMOD )  \  BMOD ) '
then Tx_Order = 0 and the station will transmit from its local queue. Otherwise,
Tx_Order = 1 and the station will transmit from its insertion buffer. In order to clarify this
operation, let us assume that LMOD = BMOD = 2 and that LOCAL_CTR = BF_CTR = 0.
Let us also assume that both the transmission queue and insertion buffer have more than 2
segments, and that RQ_CTR = 0, i.e., no reservation has been made by any downstream
station. Then, upon the arrival of the first idle slot, the station: a) will transmit a segment
^  - ^  u ^  • ( LOCAL _CTR ^  fB F .C T R  ^
from its insertion buffer since I ---- --------------= = I ~~b M0D~~ J ’ increase
BF_CTR by 1. Upon the arrival of the second idle slot, the station: a) will transmit from its
, . (  LOCAL _CTR ^  J  BF_CTR 0  ™  ,local queue smce [   0 j < [ =  - J  , b) set LOCAL.CTR = 1.
( LOCAL.CTR  U ( BF-CTR 0
Sm“  [ LMOD i )  = \~BMOD~~ l )  ' “mval °f "*  ,dle slot W' U
result in a transmission from the local queue and so on. It is easily seen that for general 
values of LMOD and BMOD, the above algorithm will allow a station to transmit LMOD 
segments from its local queue for every BMOD segments it transmits from its insertion
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buffer. Furthermore, their transmission will be evenly distributed in time.
It must be pointed out that the values of LMOD and BMOD must satisfy the follow­
ing two conditions in order for the bandwidth balancing to hold: a) BMOD > 0, b) 
^  BWB _ MOD . We should keep in mind that BMOD = 0 means that a station
B M O D
will always transmit from its own local queue before it can transmit any segment from its 
insertion buffer. Thus, if we allow BMOD to be equal to 0, an overloaded station can 
buffer all the upstream segments and replace them with its own transmissions. Conse­
quently, bandwidth balancing will never be achieved. Therefore, the value of BMOD must 
be greater than 0. Condition “b)” must also hold since the arrival of a TAR = 1 bit indi­
cates that an upstream station has transmitted its BWB_MODth segment and is willing to 
allow an idle slot to go downstream. A downstream station, which has buffered this TAR 
segment and has finished the transmissions of its own BWB.MODth segment, must return 
the buffered upstream segment back to the channel. Otherwise, it will acquire more band­
width than the upstream stations. That is, a station can transmit at most BWB_MOD seg­
ments before it returns one buffered segment to the channel. The BI_BWB operation 
allows the transmission of at most LMOD local segments before the transmission of 
BMOD buffered segments. Therefore, the value of LMOD must be at most 
BMOD • BWB -  MOD in order for bandwidth balancing to be achieved.
It is evident from the previous discussion that the BI_BWB mechanism enables a 
station, through the selection of the BMOD and LMOD parameters, to have a much 
greater control over its channel access delay (relative to the other access mechanisms). 
The effect of the values of these two parameters on the delay will be examined during our 
performance investigation of BI_BWB.
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3J  The BIJBWB Access Algorithm 
In this section, we present the BI_BWB access algorithm. First, we describe the various 
parameters and counters. These are:
• LOCALJCTR: Local Counter. It increases by one for every segment which is transmit­
ted by the station’s local queue. It is reset to 0 whenever LOCAL_CTR = LMOD and 
BF_CTR = BMOD or the insertion buffer is empty.
• BFjCTR: Buffer Counter. It increases by 1 for every segment which is transmitted 
from the insertion buffer. It is reset to 0 whenever BF_CTR=0 and 
LOCAL_CTR=LMOD or the station’s local queue is empty.
• TxjOrder: This is a flag whose value indicates the queue from which the station should
transmit a segment. Tx_Order = 0 means that the local queue has higher priority. 
Tx_Order = 1 means that the insertion buffer has higher priority.
• RGjCTR: Registered Counter. It counts the number of registered segments in a sta­
tion’s queue. A registered segment is a segment for which a request has been gener­
ated. This request may have already been sent upstream or it may be waiting in the 
station’s request queue for transmission on the reverse channel.
• REO QS: Request Queue Size. It provides the number of requests that a station has to 
send upstream.
• UNRGjCTR: Unregistered Counter. It counts the number of unregistered segments in a
station’s queue. An unregistered segment is a segment for which a request has not yet 
been generated.
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• BB: Busy Bit. It indicates whether a slot has already been written by an upstream sta­
tion on the forward channel.
•  RF: Request Field. It indicates whether a slot on the reverse channel is carrying a 
request sent by a downstream station.
• RQjCTR: Request Counter. It provides the number of slot reservations that have been 
made by the downstream stations. RQ_CTR increases by 1 for every request seen on 
the reverse channel and decreases by 1 (if RQ_CrR > 0) for every idle slot seen on the 
forward channel. It should be noted that under BI_BWB, a station can transmit if and 
only if its RQ_CTR = 0.
•  TAR bit: Transmit Additional Request (TAR) bit. It is set to 1 every time a station trans­
mits the last of a group of BWB_MOD segments. It allows downstream stations to 
send extra requests upstream.
•  BWBJCTR: Bandwidth Balancing Counter. It increases by one every time a station 
transmits a segment. If BWB_CTR becomes equal to BWB_MOD, the station will set 
the TAR bit to 1, on the transmitted segment, and reset the BWB_CTR to 0.
•  NTAR_fi: Number of Available TAR Segments Register. It provides the number of 
TAR segments in the station’s queue; see equation (3.1).
• DBTARjCTR: Debit TAR Bit Counter. It provides the number of TAR = 1 bits the sta­
tion has erased and must return to the channel. It increases by one whenever a station 
resets to 0 a passing TAR = 1 bit and decreases by 1 (if it is greater than 0) whenever a 
station sends a TAR = 1 bit onto the channel.
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We now provide a complete presentation of the BI_BWB access algorithm by 
describing the reaction of each station to various events.
a) New packet arrival: the UNRG_CTR is increased by the number of segments in the 
packet.
b) A seement becomes first in the transmission queue: if UNRG.CTR > 0 and 
BWB_CTR < BWB_MOD-l, a request will be sent upstream, RG_CTR will increase 
by 1 and UNRG_CTR will decrease by 1.
c) A slot arrives at the forward bus:
c l:  If the slot is busy and its TAR bit is set to 1, the station will do the following:
i) If Tx_Order = 0 (i.e., transmission from local queue) and the local queue is 
not empty, the station will buffer the channel segment at the end of its inser­
tion buffer and reset the busy bit to 0. Otherwise (Tx_Order = 1), the station
will increase its BF_CTR by 1. In addition, if ^ )  *s êss
( B F  C T R \
■ ~ and (LMOD *  0 ) ,  the station will set the Tx_Order to 0. 
v BMUD J
Finally, if BF_ CTR ^  BMOD and either the local transmission queue is 
empty or LOCAL _ CTR ^  LMOD , the station will set both BF_CTR and 
LOCAL_CTR to 0.
ii) If UNRG_CTR > 0, the station will send a request upstream, decrease 
UNRG_CTR by 1 and increase RG_CTR by 1. In addition, if NTAR_CTR is 
greater than DBTAR_CTR, the station will reset the TAR = 1 bit of the buff­
ered segment and increase DBTAR_CTR by 1.
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c2: If the channel slot is still busy (i.e., has not been reset by the conditions in “cf”) 
and the station’s insertion buffer is not empty, the station will buffer the segment 
in the channel and transmit the first segment in its buffer.
c3: If the slot is free and RQ_CTR > 0, the station will decrease its RQ_CTR by one 
and let the idle slot go by. Otherwise (i.e., RQ_CTR = 0), the station will transmit 
a segment either from its own queue or from its insertion buffer, depending on the 
value of the Tx_Order flag. If Tx_Order = 0 or the insertion buffer is empty, the 
station will transmit from its own queue. If Tx_Order = 1 or the station’s own 
queue is empty, it will transmit from its insertion buffer.
d) A slot is seen on the reverse bus:
dl: If the slot carries a request, the station will increase RQ_CTR by one.
d2: If the request field of the slot is empty and the station’s REQ_QS is greater than 
zero, the station will decrease REQ_QS by one and send a request upstream.
e) The station transmits a segment from Us heal queue:
el: First, the station will increase BWB_CTR by 1. If BWB_CTR becomes equal to 
BWB_MOD (i.e., the station transmits a TAR segment), then: i) it will reset the 
BWB_CTR to 0, ii) if DBTAR_CTR > 0 or both DBTAR_CTR and RG_CTR are 
0, it will set the TAR bit to 1, iii) if DBTAR_CTR > 0, it will decrease 
DBTAR_CTR by 1.
e2: If RG_CTR > 0, the station will decrease RG_CTR by 1. Otherwise, it will 
decrease UNRG_CTR by 1.
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,  r  r\t-> a t  n  . u ic ( LOCAL_CTR \   ̂ (  BF _CT R}  ^e3: LOCAL.CTR will increase by one. If > [ — — )  , the
station will set Tx_Order = 1. If LOCAL _ CTR £ LMOD and either the Inser­
tion Buffer is empty or BF _ CTR £ BMOD, the station will set both the 
BF_CTR and LOCAL_CTR to 0.
f) The station transmits a segment from Us insertion buffer: the station will increase its 
BF_CTR by 1. If < ( ^ ) - ( U f t » * 0 ) . the station
will set the Tx_Order = 0. If BF _ CTR £ BMOD and either the local transmission 
queue is empty or LOCAL _ CTR ^  LMOD, the station will set both the BF_CTR 
and LOCAL_CTR to 0.
3.4 BI_BWB Mechanism Discussion
Our performance analysis of the BI_BWB mechanism has shown that it can provide the 
required bandwidth to the lightly loaded stations, and evenly distribute the remaining 
bandwidth among the overloaded stations. This behavior is expected since buffering 
upstream segments and replacing them with the station’s own transmissions is just a reor­
dering of transmissions in the network. BI_BWB does not provide more transmission 
opportunities to each station than the corresponding NSW.IUT mechanism. The main dif­
ference between the two mechanisms is that BI_BWB buffers the passing TAR = 1 seg­
ments which are returned gradually into the channel. In the following, we will discuss the 
buffer size required by the BIJ3WB operation and the throughput that BI_BWB provides 
to each station in the network.
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3.4.1 Buffer Size
According to the BI_BWB operation, a station may store a segment at its insertion buffer 
for at most one roundtrip propagation time between the station and the upmost active sta­
tion. This is because that: a) whenever a station buffers an upstream segment, a request 
has been sent or will be sent upstream for this segment; b) when the idle slot reserved for 
this segment arrives, the station either has transmitted the segment or will use this idle slot 
to transmit it. Consequently, the maximum size of a station’s insertion buffer should be the 
roundtrip propagation time (in slots) between the station and the first active station in the 
bus.
We should notice that the BI_BWB operation guarantees that a request will be sent 
for every buffered segment because a station will buffer an upstream TAR = 1 segment 
only when it is the local queue’s turn to transmit (Tx_order = 0) and this queue is not 
empty. If the first segment of the local queue is a registered segment, then a request has 
already been sent. If it is an unregistered segment, an extra request will be sent upstream 
and the first segment in the queue will become a registered segment.
The idle slot which is created will be either used by the station or, if RQ_CTR > 0, 
left to pass by to the downstream stations. In this last case, and because RQ_CTR > 0, a 
request has already been sent upstream by a downstream station that will reserve an idle 
slot and compensate our tagged station for the slot it has allowed to pass downstream. 
Thus, again, the request sent by the tagged station itself will create an idle slot whose 
arrival will enable this station to decrease the insertion buffer.
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3.4.2 Bandwidth Allocation
It is evident from the previous discussion that under the BI_BWB operation the stations 
that insert busy segments into their shift registers create enough requests to guarantee the 
eventual removal of their registers from the transmission path. Therefore comparing 
BI_BWB to NSWJUT, the BI_BWB operation simply rearranges the segment transmis­
sion order but not the average rate at which stations transmit segments on the forward bus 
and requests on the reverse bus. Consequently, BI_BWB has the same bandwidth alloca­
tion capabilities of the NSW JUT mechanism. That is, it can guarantee the requested 
throughput to underloaded stations and provide throughputs for the overloaded stations 
which are proportionate to the values of their BWB_MOD parameters.
The BIJ3WB operation is based on the presence of an Insertion Buffer. Therefore, it 
is very important to investigate the effect of the Insertion Buffer size on performance. We 
have examined the effect that the network size, station locations, and BWB_MOD param­
eters have on the average Buffer Insertion size (BIsize) when all stations in the network 
are overloaded. We have found the following relation among these system parameters. 
When all the stations in the network are overloaded, and each station 5(- always completes 
the transmission of its BWB_MOD[i]th segment before it returns a buffered upstream 
TAR = 1 segment to the channel (i.e., LMOD = BMOD • BWB_MOD[i]), then a very 
good estimate of the average buffer length of a station 5(- is:
r n
* W O  = Y JH R j * { D i_l i -  1) (3.3)
where in equation (3.2), D- j  is the distance (in slots) between stations S( and S • (S( is
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upstream of Sj), N is the total number of stations on the bus, and THRi is the normalized 
throughput of station 5-. 77//? ( can be computed from the values of BWB_MOD at each 
station (i.e., BWB_MOD[i] for station Sf) through:
THR,  =  B W B .  MOD VI 0  4 )
r  BW B .M O D (K)
K  = 1
For instance, if we have three stations in the network with Dl 2 = 40 slots and 
D2 3 = 20 slo ts , and BWB_MOD[l] = BWB_MOD[2] = BWB_MOD[3] = 2, then the 
throughput of each of the stations will be 77//? j = THR2 = 77//?3 = | .  Consequently, 
the average buffer size of station S3 will be BIsize (3) = |  •  (20 -  1) = 6 and that of 
station S2 will be BIsize (2) = Q  • (40 -  1) = 26. These values are similar to the 
corresponding values obtained from simulation results
3.5 BI_BWB Performance Analysis 
In this section, we will use simulation results to investigate the performance of the 
BIJ3WB mechanism in both overload and underload conditions. The primary perfor­
mance parameters that are widely used in the investigation of access mechanisms for dual 
bus networks are the station’s throughput and average segment or packet delay. The seg­
ment (packet) access delay is defined as the time interval from the instant a segment (or 
packet) arrives at the station until the instant this segment (or last segment of the packet) 
completes its transmission onto the channel. This delay measure is sufficient for express­
ing the performance of the various medium access control mechanisms, since other factors
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of the delay such as propagation delay to the destination station, or end of the bus, are 
fixed. However, in the case of BI_BWB, the above definition of delay alone may no longer 
provide a satisfactory measure of the delay performance. This is because transmitted seg­
ments may be delayed inside the shift registers of intermediate stations before they reach 
their destination or the end of the bus. Therefore, in our investigation of the BI_BWB 
mechanism, we will consider what we have called Access/Storage delay. This delay, in the 
case of individual segments, includes the above access delay plus the time a segment 
spends inside the shift registers of the downstream stations. Thus, in our definition of the 
Access/Storage delay, we also do not include the source to destination propagation delay 
which is a fixed component of the delay. In the case of a packet, the Access/Storage delay 
is the time interval from the instant the packet is generated until the instant its last segment 
arrives at the destination, minus the source to destination propagation delay.
3.5.1 Transient Analysis of BI_BWB
In this section, we use simulation results to investigate the transient behavior of the 
BI_BWB mechanism. We consider a high-capacity network of 155 Mbps, a slot size of 53 
bytes, and a signal propagation delay of 5 ((Is) /  (km) . In Fig. 3.2, we show the conver­
gence speed of the basic BI_BWB when there are three stations present on the bus and at a 
distance of 20 slots, corresponding to a cable length of 10.9 km between neighbor stations. 
The values of the BMOD and LMOD parameters at each station are 1 and 2, respectively. 
We also assume an infinite insertion buffer size. The horizontal axis represents time, mea­
sured in slots, with ticks appearing in multiples of the end-to-end propagation delay. Ini­
tially, only station Sl is active and overloaded. It acquires all channel bandwidth. At time
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t = 5 • tprop = 200 , station S2 becomes active and tries to acquire all the channel 
bandwidth. Finally, at t = 10 • tprop = 400 , station S3 becomes active and tries to 
acquire all the channel bandwidth.
2.0
o - - o  NSWJUT Station 1 
♦  -<©• NSWJUT Station 2 
ra- - a  NSWJUT Station 3 
**—*< BI_BWB Station 1 
m—m BI_BWB Station 2 









tim e (in slots)
Fig.3.2 Throughput performance. Comparison of BI_BWB and 
NSW_IUT. D12= D23 = 20 slots
Fig.3.2 shows that BI_BWB enables downstream stations to have almost immediate
access to the channel and reach steady state much faster than in the case of the NSW_IUT
mechanism. We point out that our performance analysis of the transient behavior of
BI_BWB has shown that as the ratio increases the convergence speed to steadyBMOD
state also increases. The reason is that a higher value of LMOD enables a station to
replace more upstream segments with its own local segments before it has to return them
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back to the channel. For instance, in the network of Fig.3.2, LMOD/BMOD = 2. Then, 
when station S2 becomes active, it can buffer an incoming TAR=1 segment immediately. 
Furthermore, it will keep this upstream segment buffered until it completes the transmis­
sions of LMOD =2 local segments. It should be noted that had LMOD been 0, the station 
would not have been able to buffer any upstream segment and the converging speed of the 
BI_BWB would have been the same with that of NSW_IUT. We also notice that the 
throughput of station S2 is slightly higher than 0.5 at first. This is due to the existence of 
the insertion buffer. At the time station 5 1 is active and S2 is idle, the LOCAL_CTR of
station S2 is 0 and the BF_CTR of S2 is greater than 0. When S2 becomes active, it will
LOCAL CTRalways transmit from its local queue first until the value of — CMOD  become
BF CTRgreater than ■ ■ ■  . As a result, the throughput of S2 is slightly higher at first.
3.5.2 Delay Performance of the BI_BWB Mechanism
In this section, we use simulation results to investigate the delay performance of the 
BI_BWB mechanism. We first consider a simple two station network in order to illustrate 
some of the advantages of the BI_BWB operation. Then, we look into the multistation 
case.
A Two Station Network
We consider a network with only two active stations and S2 at a distance D l2 = 30 
slots. The BWB_MOD parameter for both stations is 2. We assume that Sj is overloaded 
and tries to transmit segments on any free slot that passes by. S2 is underloaded generating 
one packet every one round trip propagation delay. That is, S2 generates a new massage at
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the instants 31, 91,151, 211 and so on, where the unit of time is the slot. Table 3.1 shows 
the packet delay at station S2 when the packet size is 1 segment, 5 segments and 10 seg­
ments, respectively.
T a b le  3 .1  A two station network. Delay comparison of S2 under BI_BWB and




Average Packet Delay at S2 (microsec)
ip of s2 = 1 sgmt lp of S2 = 5 sgmt ip of s2 = 10 sgmt
BI_BWB 5.46 26.0 51.9
NSWJUT 170.5 192.5 221.1
We see that the delays encountered by the underloaded downstream station S2 are, 
under BIJ3WB, much smaller than the corresponding delays under the NSW JUT mech- 
anism.This is because in the case of NSWJUT, S2 must first send its requests, wait for 
these requests to travel upstream to reserve idle slots from Slt and then wait for the 
reserved idle slots to arrive. In contrast, in the case of BIJ3WB, S2 has immediate access 
to the channel.
We now consider the above network but with both stations underloaded. Each of Sl 
and S2 generates a new packet every 100 slots. at t = 0, 100, 200, 300, etc., and S2 at 
t= 31,131,231,331, etc. The packet size of station 51 is 60 segments. Table 3.2 shows the 
average packet delay at stations 51 and S2 when S2 ’s packet size is 1 segment, 5 seg­
ments and 10 segments, respectively. We see again the ability of BI_BWB to provide for 
the downstream station a much faster access to the channel. Furthermore, the much lower 
delay of S2 comes only at a minor increase of the delay of .
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T ab lo  3 .2  Two station network. Delay comparison of BI_BWB and NSWJUT. 




ip of s2 = 1 sgmt ip of S2 =5 sgmt lp of S2 = 10 sgmt
Si £ i_____ . . . . . . .A .........
BI_BWB 166.5 2.73 1115 35.5 191.1 79.2
NSWJUT 163.8 163.4 163.8 174.7 163.8 188.4
Multiplfi-Siation Network
We consider an 155 Mbps network with a slot size of 53 bytes, a signal propagation delay 
of 5 (iu ) /  (km) , and 15 connected stations. The distance between neighbor stations is 2 
time slots. All stations have the same traffic load. We call this type of load constant load. 
Furthermore, they have the same packet size (20 segments/packet), and the same value of 
BWB_MOD (= 2). The aggregate load generated by all stations on the forward bus is 0.85 
segments/slots. In Fig.3.3, we show the station delays under the BIJBWB operation when 
different values of LMOD and BMOD are used. Furthermore, we compare these delays 
with the corresponding delays in the case of NSWJUT.
Fig. 3.3 clearly shows the greater flexibility that the BIJ3WB mechanism has in 
controlling the stations’ delay performance. It also shows that the greater the value of 
LMOD/BMOD, the higher the upstream station delays. This is because a higher value of 
LMOD enables a station to store a greater number of upstream segments in its shift regis­
ter and therefore increases the upstream stations’ storage part of their access/storage 
delays. We point out that extensive simulation results, we have run, have shown that the 
delay behavior shown in Fig. 3.3 is not affected by the network size. It should also be
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noticed that when the value of LMOD is 0, the operation of BI_B WB becomes identical to 
that of the NSW_IUT mechanism. That is, NSW_IUT is a special case of BIJ3WB.
^ 5 0 0
LMOD -  0 (NSWJUT) 
LMOD :B MOO « 2:3 
LMOD:BMOO ■ 1:1 
LMOD:BMOO = 3:2 
LMOD:BMOD = 2:1*5 400
2300
station index
F i g . 3 . 3  Packet delay comparison of BI_BWB and NSW_IUT. Total 
offered load = 0.85 sgmt/slot. Constant packet size 
of 20 segments. Constant load
3.6 Queueing Analysis of the BIJBWB Mechanism
In this section, we provide a queueing analysis for the BI_BWB mechanism that can 
derive accurate estimates for the average segment delay at each station. We use a similar 
queuing model to the one used for the analysis of NSW_IUT in [74]. That is, we use a 
two-state Markov chain to describe the request and busy slot arriving process at each sta­
tion. The major difference between the two models lies on the busy slot arrival process 
that the segments of station S( observe. In the case of NSW_IUT, if a busy slot arrives at 
station Sf, this station will not be able to write on this slot. In the case of BI_BWB, a sta-
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don can insert the busy slot into the shift register and create an idle slot on which it may 
transmit a segment. In our queuing model, we try to include this buffer insertion behavior 
in the two state Markov process that describes the arrivals of the busy and empty slots at 
station 5,. Thus our corresponding two-state Markov chain does not really describe the 
busy slots that arrive at station Sf, but rather the slots that the local segments of this sta­
tion see after the insertion buffer.
We consider a network of N stations, indexed from 1 to N, with distance between 
neighbor stations equal to d slots (d £ 1). We consider the transmissions on the forward 
bus. We assume that the number of segment arrivals at each station follows the Poisson 
distribution. Each station is modelled as a multiqueue single server queueing system. The 
arrival process at each queue tries to encapture the interprocess dependencies among the 
various stations, the effect of the presence of the insertion buffer, the effect of the TAR bit, 
and the effect of the request transmission mechanism on the reverse bus.
3.6.1 Queuing Model for Each Station
Fig. 3.4 shows the three-queue single server model which is used to describe the behavior 
of each station. In this figure, the R-queue models the arriving requests on the reverse bus. 
The L-queue models the local traffic generated at the station. Finally, the B-queue models 
the bus slots that are coming out of the station’s insertion buffer. We should notice that if 
this buffer is empty, then the B-queue describes the same sequence of busy slots which 
have been written by the upstream stations. Thus the arrival of a B-type customer is equiv­
alent to the transmission of a segment from the head of the insertion buffer. The service
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discipline of each queue is First-In-First-Out (FIFO). Furthermore, the service time of all 







(discrete) Busy Slot from the insertion buffer
F i g . 3 . 4  Queueing model for station Sf
In our model, the L-queue customers arrive according to Poisson distribution with 
mean XL . B and R queue customer arrivals are each modeled as a separate first order 
two-state Markov chain with mean arrival rate XB and XR , respectively. We have cho­
sen this model because it can efficiently describe the variance of the arrival processes. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the Markov chain which is needed to model the arrivals of the B and R 
queue customers. State “1” indicates the arrival of a customer during a slot. State “0” indi­
cates no customer arrival during a slot. The mean arrival rate, XB or XR, is equal to the 
steady state probability that the chain is at state “1”. The parameter y = 
describes the burstiness of the arrival process.







Fig.3.5 Markov chain modeling of R-queue and B-queue 
processes
Let yB, yR be the burstiness parameter for B and R queue customers, respec­
tively. In the following sections, we will first derive estimates for the average access delay 
ADi at each station 5(. Then, we will evaluate the average delay dn that each segment of 
.S, spends inside the insertion buffer of a downstream station Sn. The total average access/ 
storage delay ASD( of S{ can then be computed by:
3.6.2 Segment Access Delay at Each Station
Let ADX denote the average access delay that a customer experiences in an equivalent 
FIFO queuing system, in which the arrival process is the superposition of the arrival pro­
cesses of customers that belong to set X. The access delays of B, R and L queue customers
N
ASDt = ADi+ £  i . (3.5)
n = i + 1
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are then ADLi,ADBi,ADRi, respectively. Because our system is work conserving, we 
have:
X + X '+X ^ Li * ADu  + ^Bi * i4£>s‘+ ̂ Ri * A D r ^ ~  A D  {Si. Bi, R i\ @.6)
According to the BI_BWB operation, busy slots that are coming out of the insertion 
buffer will always be served first That is, B-queue customers have absolute priority over 
L and R queue customers, and their delay is equal to the service time (i.e., ADBi = 1 ). If 
an idle slot comes out of the buffer, the BI_BWB will always let the idle slot to service a 
downstream request queue first before it services its local queue. That is, R-queue custom­
ers have absolute priority over the L-queue customers. Since the B and R queue customers 
have absolute priority over the L-queue customers, the presence of the L-queue customers 
does not affect their delay. Thus, the following equation holds:
Xn; Xd:
Ul • ADU; + Z ^ — •ADo; = A D rD;
+ ei ~ <3-7>
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) enable the computation of ADRi and ADU , provided we 
can derive estimates for XBi, XRi, AD [Bi Ri  ̂ and AD {Bi Ri Liy (XLi and ADBi are 
known from the previous discussion). AD B̂i and AD Ri  ̂ can be derived using 
the delay expressions which have been derived in [92]. In [92], a FIFO discipline queue­
ing model in which the arrival process is the superposition of M arrival processes has been
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studied. Each of the arrival processes in that system has been modeled as a first order two- 
state Markov process with arrivals occurring at the slot boundaries. It has been shown in 
[92] that the average access delay ADX experienced by the customers is given by:
at M
E  I  [ 1 + r r 7 + i r 7 ] v ™
_  n =  l ;n>n L  rw-J ( tADX =---------------------------- ™ --------- + 1 (3.8)
E ^ *  ‘ - E M
n = 1 v jc=  i )
In our queueing model (of Fig. 3.4), all L, B and R queue customers can start their 
service at the next slot. Since both requests and busy slots arrive at slot boundaries, we can 
use equation (3.7) to calculate AD . If the local segments arrive also at discrete 
time instant, we can also use equation (3.7) to calculate AD r  l \  ■ However, local seg­
ments arrive according to the Poisson distribution. On the average, they have to wait for 
1 /2  slot time to reach the boundary of next slot. As a result, we may use the following 
formula to compute AD R :
h i
AD[8,im -  2(kL: + i Bi + XRt) +AD'lB.a.Lt (3.9)
where AD' ^  RL  ̂ is the access delay computed by equation (3.7) assuming local seg­
ments arrive at the slot boundaries. It should also be noted that the burstiness parameter 
yL for the L-queue customers is 0. In the following sections, we define the arrival rates
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and the transition probabilities for each one of the two-state Markov chains that describe 
the arrival process of the B and R queue customers.
3.6.2.1 The R-queue Arrival Process: In this section, we first derive analytic estimates 
for the average arrival rate \ Ri and then for the burstiness parameter yR. We use the fol­
lowing notations:
• t i : probability that an incoming busy slot at station 5. carries a TAR = 1 bit.
• rf: probability that an incoming busy slot at station 5(- carries a TAR = 0 bit.
• ei : probability that a TAR = 1 bit (on a busy slot) is erased by station Sf.
• r .: probability that station 5( inserts a request into a passing slot on the reverse bus.
• u{: probability that an incoming slot is idle and unreserved slot, i.e., it can be written by
• p ik: probability that 5( transmits its local segment in the kth slot from the time the seg­
ment arrived at the station’s L-queue without inserting a request for the transmitted 
segment.
• n(: probability that 5, transmits a local TAR segment without inserting a request for it. 
Mean Arrival Rate ^r
The mean arrival rate of the R-queue at station S( is the summation over all requests from 
the downstream stations of 5,., i.e., we have the following equation:
N
XRi = £  rj  (3.10)
j -  i +I
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According to the BIJ3WB operation, each station S{ inserts a TAR = 1 bit every M 
segments it transmits. Furthermore, S{ observes ail the TAR = 1 bits sent by upstream sta­
tions and not erased by another upstream station. So we have that:
f i -1
i - l i-1
y=i j=  1
£ 1 - 1  
j = 1
M (3.11)
However, 5- may not insert a request for every arriving local segment. For instance, 
a request is not sent upstream when a TAR segment is transmitted while RG_CTR = 0, 
i.e., the TAR segment is transmitted into an unreserved slot. Therefore, we have:
r . = l  + (3.12)
' L,l  M M k
where
”/ =  (3.13)
k= 1
Simulation results have shown that in the case of independent segment transmis­
sions, the probability of more than one segments waiting at the station’s queue is very 
small. Therefore, in our analysis we may assume that a segment can send a request 
upstream after it has become first in the L-queue. Under this assumption, a segment can be 
transmitted in the kth slot after its arrival without inserting a request on the reverse chan-
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nel, if and only if it is a TAR segment, the kth slot is an unreserved slot, and no unreserved 
or busy slot with TAR = 1 is seen during the preceding k-1 slots. The probability that no
unreserved or busy slot with TAR = 1 is seen during the first k-1 slots is ( +  A.̂ . J * 1.
i±l '
The probability that the kth slot is an unreserved slot is ui = 1 -  XRi -  £  . Conse-
y=i
quently,
Pit = ui + =
« - i
1 " ^Ri ~ £  ^Lj
y=i '
(3.14)
By replacing the expression of ni in equation (3.11) using equation (3.12) and
(3.13), the following expression for r (. is derived:
r: = h i
M -  1 1 
M M
i -  1
1 ~ *"Lj ~ *"Ri
1  ljlL----------
1 ~ h ~ *-ri
\
(3.15)
Since we can use equation (3.10) to replace the Fj in the above equation, equation
(3.14) is in fact a non-linear system of N-l equations (i = 2 up to N) with r (. and e( 
unknown. It is evident that XRN = 0 = e1. Furthermore, each station will erase exactly 
one TAR = 1 bit for every extra request it inserts, and insert a regular request for each of 
its non TAR segments. Thus, the following equation can be written:
_ M -  1. 
r i ~  “ M ~ h i  +  e i (3.16)
Equation (3.15) provides the additional equations needed for the solution of the
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nonlinear system (3.14). We can then derive the mean arrival rate for station S( by using 
equation (3.9).
Burstiness Parameter ^
In the remaining of this section, we will derive the bustiness parameter yR for the R-queue 
customers. We assume that each station 5( generates requests according a Poisson distri­
bution with mean r {-. If 5( wants to insert a request on the reverse bus, it will set the first 
slot with empty Request Field (RF) it observes to 1. This means that 5- can insert a 
request only at the end of a train of RF = Is from its downstream stations. Let Li be a ran­
dom variable that is equal to the length of a run of RF = 1 bits, followed by an RF = 0 bit, 
that are observed by station Si . It has been shown in [83] that:
(3.17)
£ [L 2J  =
<1-*•*/)
It is also evident from the two-state Markov chain of Fig.3.5 that:
/ >  1
(3.18)
^00 ~ 1-^01
Using equations (3.17), we can express E [/] and f t / 2] in terms of PQ1 and P n , 
and derive the following equations:
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PQl
£ [ / ] = ! +  01
1 (3.19)
= i+  “ / oi
( i - p u ) 2
Combining equations (3.16) and (), we can derive the following expressions for the 
transition probabilities of the R-queue’s two-state Markov chain:
2 \ Bl- 2 \ 2g, 3 X . , - 2 x l ,
' ’oi =  " 2  V - * - ' ’ n  =  - 1  i  ' ■ F«> =  i - V  ' ’ io  =  1 - p n  (3 2 ° )
3.6.2.2 The B-queue Arrival Process: In this section, we will derive the arrival rate \ Bi 
and the bustiness parameter yB for the B-queue customers. This process is drastically 
affected by the network size, the presence of the request bits on the reverse channel, and 
the presence of the TAR = 1 bits on the forward channel. Because of all these complicated 
interdependencies among the different processes, it is extremely difficult to provide an 
accurate description of the arrival pattern of the BB = 1 bits that each segment at sees 
after the insertion buffer. In our analysis, we concentrate on the busy slots going out of the 
insertion buffer when the station is active. We say that Si is active if and only is at least 
one of its R or L queues is not empty.
Let Z be a random variable that describes the length of a run of busy slots, followed 
by an empty slot that comes out of the insertion buffer of S( since the time instant an R or 
L type customer has arrived. For instance, if a local segment arrives at slot time T, and the 
first empty slot comes out of the insertion buffer at slot time T+z, then Z = z+1. In the fol-
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lowing, we will first estimate E [Z] and E^Z2] . Then, we will describe a two-state
Markov chain that can provide the same mean and variance of consecutive busy slots with 
the random variable Z. The mean arrival rate *-Bi generated by this Markov chain is equal 
to the probability that a B-queue customer is in state 1. From Fig. 3.5 we can get:
three categories according to the time instants they insert their requests. Type-a customers 
are those who request a slot from upstream stations as soon as they arrive. Type-b custom­
ers are those who eventually insert a request before they receive service, but not at the 
time they arrive. Type-c customers are the rest of the customers that are transmitted with­
out sending a request upstream. We should notice that all R-queue customers are also 
Type-a customers.
Let Pa , Pb and Pc be the probability that the next R or L queue customer, sched­
uled for transmission, is of type a, b, and c, respectively. Let also each of Za , Zb and Zc 
denote the conditional random variable which is equal to Z, given that the next R or L 
queue customer to be served is of type a, b, and c, respectively. It is evident that E [Z] 
and ECZ2]  are given by:
(3.21)
Calculation of ^ &] and e [ z  ]
In order to calculate the E [Z] and E [ZTJ , we classify the L and R -queue customers into
E[Z] = PaE[Za] + P bE[Zb] + P cE[Zc]
E l z 2]  =  EaE [ z 2J + E 6E [ z 2J + E cE [ z 2c] (3.22)
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We now compute estimates for Pa , Pb and Pc . The definition of type-a customers 
include all R-queue customers and L-queue customers for which a regular request is 
inserted. Hence Pa can be given by:
A /-1 .  .
JOf L i Ri
p ° = - T T I —  (3 2 3 )KL i + KRi
All L-queue customers that insert an extra request because a TAR = 1 bit was seen 
on the forward bus during their waiting time are of type b. All the L-queue TAR segments 
that are transmitted before a TAR = 1 bit is seen on the forward bus are of type c. The 
probability ni that an L-queue customer is transmitted without inserting a request is given 
by equation (3.12) Therefore, we have that:
Pb = (1 -ft,) (1 ~Pa) =
(-1
1 -  X rf  ~ ^Ri
1 — ^ ----------
1 “  *i ~  ^ R i
(1 ~Pa)
P c ‘ " iU -P a)  = 1 - Pa - P l
(3.24)
In the sequel, we compute estimates for E [Z J and e [z ^ ]  . Recall that Za is the 
length of a sequence of busy slots that come out from the insertion buffer (followed by an 
idle slot) from the instant a type-a customer arrives at S{. Zfl depends on whether the slot 
that comes out of the insertion buffer of St-, at the time the type-a customer arrives, is idle 
or not.Let“Za|0)”, “ Zaj L ” be the length of Za given that the slot is idle or busy, and PQa 
be the probability that this slot is idle; we may assume that PQa is equal to
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/ - 1
1 -  £  ^Lj • Then» we can write the following equations for E [Za\ and E [ z ^ J :
7=1
E [Z J  = PQaE [Za|0] + (1 -  PQa) E [Za|1]
£ [ 4  = V K | o]  + ( 1 - ' ,o«)£ K | J
(3.25)
In order to compute estimates for the first and second moments of Za|0 , Zaj1, we 
first model the two-state Markov process for the B-queue customers when there is no 
insertion buffer and no station inserts any request upstream. In this case, the order in 
which stations Sl to Si _ l access the forward bus does not affect the distribution of busy 
slots seen by station Si . Thus, we may assume that Sj can access the bus first, S2 can 
write on the idle slots that allows to pass, and so on. Each station generates busy slots 
according to the Poisson distribution with mean kLi. The mean arrival rate XBa for station
S(. ’s busy queue is summation of all the arrivals upstream of S-, that is, kBa = £  XLj.
By following a similar procedure to the one which led to equations (3.19), we can derive 
the following transition probabilities for the sequence of busy slots which arrive at the sta­
tion and are seen by type-a customers:
We now take into consideration both the requests inserted by 5( and its downstream 
stations as well as the presence of the insertion buffer. Assume that the sequence of busy 
slots that comes out of the insertion buffer of S(- evolves according to the two-state 
Markov chain of equation (3.24), and is interrupted by both the requests that are inserted
7 = 1
_ ^ B a ~ ^ B a  D 
 o T T  ’ M l
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by S( through SN and station S(- ’s local transmissions. Let X be the length of a run of busy 
slots followed by an idle slot that segments of Sf see after the insertion buffer from an 
arbitrary chosen time instant. X depends on whether the slot that comes out of the inser­
tion buffer just before the commence of the observation period was idle, i.e., X depends on 
the current state of the Markov chain. Let X | 0 .*  be the length of Xgiven that the pre­
ceding slot is idle or busy, respectively. Let also Pempty, Pbusy be the probability that the 
next slot is empty, given that the current slot is empty or busy, respectively. If there is no 
insertion buffer, Pempty and Pbusy can be approximated by:
With the insertion buffer, upstream busy slots carrying TAR = 1 bits may be stored 
and replaced with the station’s local segments. Accordingly, from the station’s point of 
view, a busy slot carrying a TAR = 1 bit that can be replaced with the station’s own trans­
mission is equivalent to an idle slot. The arrival rate of upstream busy slots carrying TAR
P  e m p ty  ~  P W  +  ( 1 “  P ( x )  ^ R i  -  1
(3.27)
P busy = P IQ+ ( 1 ~ ^ lo ) 7̂U -  1
= 1 bits that can be replaced by the station’s own transmissions is BMOD + LMOD ' t['
LMOD
Therefore, Pe m p ty and Pbusy should be modified as follows:
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where Pempty and Pbusy on the right hand sides of equation (3.27) are given by equations 
(). It is evident that
p
e m p ty
(3.29)
P { X  , ! = ;}  = •
^ b u s y  J  ^
«
i W u 1 a - * * , - i ) 7 ' 1
We can now use the above equations to estimate the conditional first and second 
moments of Za , assuming that the stations are located Dd slots apart. According to the 
operation of BI_BWB, a type-a customer inserts its request as soon as it arrives at 5-. This 
request may affect the sequence of busy slots after the insertion buffer that S. sees only 
after 2Dd slots. Let Pe, Pb be the probability that the first 2Dd slots seen by 5, are busy 
given that the preceding slot was idle or busy, respectively. These two probabilities can be 
given by:
Given that the first 2Dd slots seen by Si are busy, the arrival process of the busy 
slots at St after 2 Dd slots have passed, is identical to the arrival process of the busy slots 
at 5{ _ 1 . Based on this fact, we can derive the following recursive expressions for the 
first and second moments of station Si ’s Zai Q̂, Zai  ̂1:
= |0 = ; (  P ^ l - ^ P f X  n = j } (3.30)
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20,
£ [Za/|()J = 1° + 21 JPeP { Z ( a i - i ) \ i  ~ j
j =  i y = 2 D , + i
2 D d
= ,0 =7> + PeW Z (ai_ d , i )  + 2D,)
y=i
20,
= £y7 > { *  (1 = y} + £  = j - 2 D d}
y =  i  y = 2o , + i
20, (3.31)
= E ^ { X |1 = y } + P , ( £ ( Z (a/. 1)|1) + 2D,)
y = i
e [ 4 | o]  = £ / ' { *  |0=/> + ^ « 4 - i ) n ) +4D^ ( z (.1- i , | i ) + 4 D «:
y = i
20,
£ K iJ  = E m *  ,1 = »  +Pt( i4 z («'-»iiJ  + 4 ° , (£ <z (ai - 1)|i> + « ,  J
y = i
We now compute estimates for £  [Z6] and £  [ z ^ ] . Type-b customers are TAR seg­
ments for which requests are inserted before their transmission. Let Y be a random vari­
able that describes the elapsed time from the instant a type-b segment arrives at the station 
until it sees a TAR = 1 bit and insert an extra request. Some of the type-b segments will be 
transmitted immediately after the arrival of a TAR = 1 segment while the others will have 
to wait. Let PQ be the probability that a type-b customer is transmitted immediately after
the arrival of a TAR = 1 bit. Pn can be given by ■ - ■ ■ ■ . For those segments
u B M U D  +  L M U D
that have to wait after their extra requests have been inserted, we may assume that they 
behave like type-a customers. Furthermore, we assume that the time interval from the 
instant a segment arrives until it sees a TAR = 1 bit, and the time interval from the instant 
an extra request is sent until the first idle slot is seen, are independent. Then, we may write 
the following expressions for £  [Zb] and £  [z^] :
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E[Zb] = (1 - P 0)E[ Za{l] + E[ Y]
(3.32)
£ [ z 3  = n - P f { E [ ^ - E [ Z a^ ) * E \ f ] - E [ Y \ 2 * E \ ^ [
According to the operation of BI_BWB, a TAR segment can transmit its extra 
request in the kth slot if and only if the kth slot carries a TAR = 1 bit from upstream, and 
no unreserved or busy slot with TAR = 1 is seen during the first k-1 slots. This probability 
can be given by 1. The probability that a segment of 5{ is transmitted by
oo ^
inserting an extra request is ^  t i +  * 1 = — — ------- . Then the probability that
i  = l 1 ~ li ~ ^/ti­
the length of Y is equal to k would be:
F [ Y  = k )  = i l h ^ t^ T .  + x ^ k - 1 = ^ . T r x ^ [ j i + x ^ k - 1 (3 3 3 )
From equation (3.32) , we can calculate E [Y\ and E^Y^ . By replacing the 
expression of E[Y]  and ^ [ k 2]  in equations (3.31), E [Zb\ and E^Z^J can be calcu­
lated.
Finally, we compute estimates for £  [Zc] and £  . Type-c customers are the
TAR segments for which no extra request has been sent on the reverse channel, i.e., an
unreserved slot arrives before a TAR = 1 bit is observed. The probability that a slot after
f  *-i \
the insertion buffer is an unreserved slot is 1 ^Ri ~ £  ^Lj 
j= i
. The probability that no
7=1 " ( -  V - 1unreserved or busy slot with TAR = 1 is seen during the first k-1 slots is I ff + X ^l 
Hence the probability that Z is equal to k slots can be given by:
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from which the calculation of E [Zc] and E [z^] is straightforward.
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(3.34)
Transition Probabilities of the Two-state Markoy Chain
In this section, we will describe the two-state Markov chain for the B-queue customers. 
Let A be the time interval starting from a randomly selected moment until the first idle slot 
is generated. The length of A should have mean value equal to E [Z] and second 
moment equal to e \ z ^ \  . Let also P {A j0 = £} , P {A ^ = £} be the conditional proba­
bility that A = k, given that at the commence of this time interval the Markov chain was at 
state 0,1. It is evident from the two-state Markov process of Fig.3.5 that:
P{A  |0 = k} =
00
p  p*~^pLr0lM l Mo
P{A  ,! = *} =
1 10
p k ~ lp  r ll r 10
k = 1 
k>  1
k -  1 
* > 1
(3.35)
From equation (3.34), we can derive the following equations:
E [A |q] - ^10 + ^01
10
£ ( - V
1 Mo
£ [ > 2|o]  =
' ’l O ^ l O * 2
^01 + 1 " ^01
2 1 2 -^10
(3.36)
M , . ]  -
10 10
Let Pq, Pi be the probabilities that the Markov chain is in state 0,1. It is evident 
that Pq, Pi can be given by:
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P = r io
0 p  . p  
r 01 + r 10
p  _ r01
1 ~  p  ± pr 0 l+ r 10
(3.37)
Thus we have that:
£[Z] = PqE [A |0J +/■,£[/! n] 
E \ f ]  = / '0£ [A 2|0] + F 1£[/12|1]
(3.38)
Equations (3.37) can provide the transition probabilities for the two-state Markov 
chain that describes the arrival process of the busy slots at station Si . The burstiness 
parameter yB can also be calculated after the transition probabilities are computed. The 
mean arrival rate XBi of the B-queue customers generated by this Markov chain should be 
equal to PQ. However, since in our analysis we consider only the busy slot arrival process 
at Sj when this station is active, the estimated arrival rate of B-queue customers
i - i
which is given by equation (3.20) may be in some cases higher than £  XLj. In such
‘ - 1 j =i
cases, we force XBi to be equal to £  ^Lj-
y = i
3.6.3 The Buffer Delay of Each Station
In this section, we derive estimates for the average time that an upstream busy segment 
spends inside station Si ’s insertion buffer. Let ADQi be the access delay of station 5{ 
when there is no buffering in the network. Since in this case no station will encounter any 
buffer delay, the access/storage delay of S( is the access delay of Sf. . Simulation results 
have shown that the sum of the access/storage delays experienced by all the stations in the 
system with buffering is almost identical to the sum of the access delays in the system 
without buffering. Thereupon, we have assumed them to be the same. In the case of buff-
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ering, each segment of station Si experiences AD0i -  AD{ less access delay than in the 
system without buffering. This difference can be considered as the sum of the buffer 
delays at S( experienced by all the stations upstream from S( . Simulation results have also 
shown that the segments of the different upstream stations of S( encounter similar storage 
delays at 5,. Since there are (i-1) stations upstream from St , we may assume that the aver­
age storage delay di encountered by each one of them at station 5( will be:
d. = ADu - * Di (3.39)
We can now substitute (3.38) to (3.4) and derive an estimate for the average 
access/storage delay ASDi of station Si .
3.6.4 Model Accuracy
In this section, we investigate the accuracy of our queuing analysis under various offered 
loads, network sizes, and values of LMOD and BMOD. In all figures, we assume that 
BWB_MOD = 2. We compare the analytically derived delay estimates with the corre­
sponding ones produced by simulations results.
In Fig. 3.6, we consider a 20 station, 155 Mbps dual bus network with end to end 
propagation delay 19 slots. The distance between neighbor stations is 1 slot. Each station 
transmits to any other stations with the same probability. In this way, the load generated by 
each station is proportionate to the number of its downstream stations. We have used the 
term linear load for this type of load. We compare simulation and analytically derived 
results for three different bus utilizations, i.e., 0.70, 0.80, 0.85. Fig. 3.6 clear shows that 
there is a very good agreement between analytic and simulation results.
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In Fig. 3.7 we consider the same network and loading condition of Fig.3.6 but with 
a distance between neighbor stations equal to 2 slots. Finally, in Fig. 3.8, we consider the 
network of Fig. 3.6 but with each station generating the same amount of traffic; i.e., we 
consider a constant load. Both Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 demonstrate a good agreement 
between analytic and simulation results.
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F i g . 3 . 6  Comparison of analytic and simulation results. The 
distance between neighbor stations is 1 slot. 
LMOD:BMOD = 2:3. Linear load
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Fig.3.7 Comparison of analytic and simulation results. The 
distance between neighbor stations is 2 slots. 
LMOD:BMOD = 3:2. Linear load
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Fig.3.8 Comparison of analytic and simulation results. The 
distance between neighbor stations is 2 slots. 
LMOD:BMOD = 1:1. Constant load
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3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the Buffer Insertion Bandwidth Balancing (BI_BWB) mechanism for dual 
bus networks has been introduced. BI_BWB combines the advantages of both the 
BWB_DQDB and NSW_IUT mechanisms by allowing downstream stations to have 
immediate access to the channel without requiring the wastage of channel slots. Further­
more, it can exercise greater control over the delays encountered by the various stations by 
selecting appropriate values for the LMOD, BMOD, and BWB_MOD parameters. We 
have investigated the throughput and delay performance of BIJ3WB and we have com­
pared it with the corresponding performance of NSWJUT. Our investigation has shown 
that BI_BWB can converge faster to the steady state as well as provide a more fair delay 
performance. Finally, we have introduced a queuing analytic model for BI_BWB which 
can capture the interactions between busy slots, requests, and buffer insertion operation 
and provide accurate estimates for the stations’ segment delay.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PREEMPTIVE PRIORITY BI_BWB MECHANISM
4.1 Introduction
In this section, we investigate the ability of BI_BWB to provide effective priorities. We 
assume that each station in the network can support different priority classes of traffic with 
each class having its own queue. It should be pointed out here that devising effective and 
bandwidth efficient priority mechanisms for MANs is an extremely difficult problem. This 
is due to the large distances involved which significantly increase the propagation delay of 
the feed-back information, and thus drastically affect the responsiveness of the network to 
the changes of the traffic load. Consequently, most of the priority mechanisms, which have 
been proposed in the literature are either not effective, i.e., the performance of the high 
priority classes may be strongly affected by the location and traffic characteristics of the 
low priority classes, or their operation may require the wastage of significantly amount of 
channel bandwidth.
The most effective and bandwidth efficient priority mechanism that has been intro­
duced for the dual bus network topologies is P_NSW_IUT [74], Its operation does not 
waste any channel bandwidth and can preempt the low priority traffic transmissions. How­
ever, still, high priority traffic in downstream stations may have to wait for an initial delay, 
which is equal to the round-trip propagation delay, before it can access the medium. The 
presence of the insertion buffer in the case of BIJBWB can eliminate this problem. It 
enables a station to store the low priority segments on the channel until the transmissions 
of the high priority traffic is complete. The organization of the rest of this chapter is as fol­
lows. In section 2, we present the Preemptive Priority BI_BWB mechanism (P_BI_BWB).
75
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In section 3, we investigate its throughput and delay performance. Finally, in section 4, we 
present out conclusions.
4.2 The Preemptive Priority BI.BWB Mechanism
The preemptive Priority BI_BWB (P_BI_BWB) mechanism has two main objectives: The 
first is to guarrantee fair access among users of same priority. The second is to eliminate 
the effect of low priority traffic on high priority traffic. According to this mechanism, the 
highest priority traffic class can acquire all the channel bandwidth. A lower priority traffic 
class can receive some bandwidth only after all higher priority classes have satisfied their 
bandwidth requirements.
P_BI_BWB considers each station to consist of separate substations with one traffic 
class per substation. The ordering of these substations is always from the highest priority 
class to the lowest priority class. This means that if a class P{ has higher priority over 
class Pj, then class Pt will always see the slots on the forward bus before class Pj. In 
Fig.4.1, we show the basic components of a station in the case of three priority classes.We 
see that each priority class (substation) P( has its own transmission queue and its own set 
of counters such as the Request Counter (RQ_CTR[i]), Bandwidth Balancing Counter 
(BWB_CTR[i])t etc. The functions of these counters are similar to those of the corre­
sponding counters in the case of BI_BWB with the exception of RQ_CTR[i], which 
counts not only the requests of priority P ,, but also the requests of higher priority. Fig. 4.1 
also shows that each of the high and medium priority classes has, in addition to its Inser­
tion Buffer, a Lower Priority Segment (LPS) Buffer in which it can store the lower priority 
segments of the forward bus when it replaces them with its own transmissions. We point
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out that the main difference between the LPS buffer and the Insertion buffer is the follow­
ing. In the LPS buffer the substation stores segments of lower priority, while in the Inser­
tion Buffer it stores segments of the same priority. Finally, Fig. 4.1 shows that each 
priority class has been provided with a request queue REQ_QS[i] which describes the 
number of priority P( requests that priority class P{ must send upstream. It should be 
noted here that each class Pt can send requests of the same or lower priority only.
Forward Bus
High priority c la a a (tedium priority c la a a Low priority c la a a
r
1111111Lr
i  r 1
i
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Tx Queue f o r  P i i Tx Queue f o r  Pm 1 1
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Tx Queue f o r 1
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B u ffe r
I n s e r t i o n
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B u f f e r
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I n s e r t i o n
B u f f e r
RQ_CTR[h ) REQ_QS[hl 





- I  I  I L
RQ_CTR[11 REQ_QS[1 J 
RG_CTR[1] BWB_CTR[ I ] 
UNRG_CTR[1]
Reverse Bus
Fig.4.1 Basic station structure under the P BI BWB mechanism
In order to implement the proposed P_BI_BWB mechanism, the Access Control 
Field (ACF) of the slot must cany a separate Busy Bit and a separate Request Bit for every 
priority class, as well as one TAR bit. Then, in the case of three priority classes, our prior­
ity mechanism requires 7 control bits. However, the DQDB slot (see Fig. 2.1) only has six 
control bits available, i.e., the three Request Field (RF) bits, the one Busy Bit, and the two
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Reserved bits. We can still implement our priority mechanism using only six bits in the 
following way. We can maintain the three RF bits of the DQDB slot, use one bit for the 
TAR bit, and use the remaining 2 bits to describe the priority of the slot. Then, a 00 will 
indicate an idle slot, a 01 will indicate a low priority busy slot, an 10 will indicate a 
medium priority busy slot, and an 11 will indicate a high priority busy slot.
The operation of every substation in the case of P_BI_BWB is very similar to the 
operation of a station under BI_BWB, i.e., in the case of a single priority traffic. There­
fore, in the following, we focus on the differences between these two operations. These 
mainly reside in the transmission of requests and the operation of the LPS buffer.
In the case of P_BI_BWB, when a segment of priority P- becomes first in the sub­
station’s local queue, it will send a request of the same priority upstream (i.e., REQ_QS[i] 
will increase by 1). In addition, whenever it transmits an unregistered priority P, segment, 
it will also send a priority P( _ l request upstream. This is to ensure that enough free slots 
will be reserved that will guarantee the transmission of the buffered low priority segments.
The second difference between the operation of a substation P, under P_BI_BWB, 
and the operation of a station under BI_BWB, is the following. Whenever a substation P . 
sees a busy slot of priority Pj which is lower than P f, and has knowledge of the presence 
of a priority P ( segment in the network (i.e., P ,’s local transmission queue or insertion 
buffer are not empty, or RQ_CTR[i]>0), the substation Pi will buffer the busy slot into its 
LPSi buffer and create an idle slot.
The last difference between the operations of the two mechanisms is that under 
P_BI_BWB, a substation P -’s request counter RQ_CTR[i] counts not only the requests of 
priority Pt (as in the case of BI_BWB), but also the requests of priority higher than P . .
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We now summarize the operation of a class (substation) P f in the case of
P_BI_BWB by describing its reaction to various events.
a) New packet arrival: class P, behaves as in section 3.3.
b) A segment becomes first in the transmission queue: class Pi behaves as in section 
3.3.
c) A slot arrives at the forward bus: if this is a busy slot of lower priority Pj, the fol­
lowing step “c4” must be introduced in the algorithm of 3.3. Otherwise, class P( will 
behave as in section 3.3.
c4. If either RQ_CTR[i] > 0 or any of P f’s local transmission queue or insertion 
buffer is not empty, the substation will buffer the slot into the end of its LPSi 
buffer. Otherwise, i.e., RQ_CTR[i] = 0 and both local queue and insertion 
buffer are empty, then if class P ,’ LPS buffer is not empty, P{ will buffer the 
slot segment at the end of its LPSi and transmit the first segment from the 
LPSi buffer.
d) A slot is seen on the reverse bus: step “d l ” should be modified as follows.
d l. If the slot carries a request of priority P- or higher, class P- will increase its 
REQ_QS[i] by 1.
e) The station transmits a segment from its local queue: the following step should be 
added.
eO. If the transmitted segment is an unregistered segment, class P ( will send a 
request of priority P( _ j upstream.
f) The station transmits a segment from its insertion buffer: class P (- behaves as in 
section 3.3.
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4.3 P_BI_BWB Performance Analysis
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of P_BI_B WB and show that higher prior­
ity substations requires finite size LPS buffers in order to remove the lower priority class 
segments. It is evident from our previous discussion that the operation of P_BI_BWB 
applies BI_BWB to all traffic sources of the same priority. Therefore, it can evenly distrib­
ute the available bandwidth among them. In addition, it enables higher priority classes to 
remove the lower priority busy slots from the channel. In this way, each class P{ operates 
as if it were the only priority class present in the system with channel bandwidth being the 
remaining bandwidth after all higher priority classes have satisfied their bandwidth 
requirements.
It should be pointed out that the P_BI_BWB operation ensures the transmission of a 
sufficient number of requests that will ensure the return of the buffered segments to the 
channel. This is achieved by allowing a priority Pi substation to store a low priority busy 
slot only when at least one of the following three conditions holds, i.e., when a) P ( ’s 
RQ_CTR[i] is greater than 0, b) Pt ’s insertion buffer is not empty, or c) P{ ’ local trans­
mission queue is not empty. If “a)” is true, a priority P( request has already been sent 
upstream. Therefore, an idle slot will be reserved for the low priority buffered segment. If 
“b)” is true, then it is also guaranteed that an idle slot will be reserved for the lower prior­
ity buffered segment. This follows from the corresponding discussion on BI_BWB in sec­
tion 3.2. Finally, if “c)” is true, then the new step “eO” of the previous algorithm, which 
describes the substation operation, guarantees that a request will be sent for the buffered 
low priority segment regardless of whether the transmitted local segments is registered or 
not. Since a request is always sent for a buffered segment, the maximum size of the LPS(
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will be equal to the number of slots in one round-trip propagation delay between substa­
tion and the most upstream active lower priority substation.
4.3.1 IVansient Analysis of P_BI_BWB Mechanism
In this section, we use simulation results to investigate the effectiveness of P_BI_BWB 
under transient traffic conditions. We consider a high-capacity network of 155 Mbps, a 
slot size of 53 bytes, and a signal propagation delay of 5 (fls) /  (km) . In Fig. 4.2, we 
show the convergence speed of P_BI_BWB when there are three stations Slt S2, S3 
present on the bus an at a distance of 20 slots (i.e., D l2 = 20 = ), corresponding to a
cable length of 10.9 km. The horizontal axis represents time, measured in slots, with ticks 
appearing in multiples of the end-to-end propagation delay tprop. Initially, only station 
is active and overloaded with low priority traffic and it acquires all channel bandwidth. At 
time t = 5 • tprop = 200 , station S2 becomes active and overloaded with high priority 
traffic. Finally at time t = 10 • tprop = 400, the high priority class of station S3 becomes 
active and tries to acquire all the bandwidth. Fig. 4.2 shows that the high priority traffic 
source at S2 can acquire all the channel bandwidth as soon as it becomes active. That is, 
the presence of the upstream active low priority class at Sl does not affect the transmis­
sions of the downstream high priority class at S2. It should be noted here that we measure 
the throughput of each class every one end-to-end propagation delay, i.e., 40 slots. Thus, 
the throughput of S2 during the interval (200, 240) is the value of its normalized through­
put characteristic curve, shown in Fig. 4.2 at t = 240. Fig. 4.2 also shows that during the 
same interval (200, 240), station has a throughput of 0.5 segment/slot. This is because 
Sj has the opportunity to write on 20 time slots after the instant S2 becomes active; it
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takes 20 time slots for the requests which are transmitted by S2 to arrive at Sl and prevent 
S{ from transmitting. These slots will be buffered at S2 and will not affect S2 ’s through­
put. Finally, Fig. 4.2 shows that one round trip propagation delay after the instant the high 
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time (in slots)
Fig.4 .2  Throughput comparison of P_BI_BWB. D l2 -  D23 = 20 
slots. Station Sj is overloaded with low priority 
segments and station S2 and S3 are overloaded with 
high priority segments
4.3.2 Delay Performance
We first consider a network with only two active stations and S2 at a distance equal to 
30 time slots (D12 = 30). The BWB_MODs parameter of each station is 2. Sl is over­
loaded with low priority segments and tries to write on every idle slot. S2 is underloaded 
and generates a high priority packet every one round trip propagation delay, i.e., every 60 
slots. Specifically, S2 generates high priority packets at t = 31,91,151,211, etc., where the
Station 1 Low 
Station 2 High 
Station 3 High
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time is measured in time slots. Tables 4.1 shows the average packet delay at station S2 
when the packet size lp is 1 segment, 5 segments, 10 segments, and 20 segments, respec­
tively. Tables 4.1 clearly shows that P_BI_BWB is a more effective priority mechanism.
T a b le  4 .1  Delay comparison of P_BI_BWB and P_NSW_IUT. S1 is overloaded 




Average Packet Delay at S2 (^sec )
iD-  l sgmt iB = 5 sgmt iB = io sgmt iB = 20 sgmt
P_BI_BWB 4.87 15.8 29.4 56.7
P_NSW_IUT 169.3 180.2 193.8 221.1
In the following, we use simulation results to investigate the delay behavior of 
P_BI_BWB in the presence of many active stations. We consider an 155 Mbps network 
with 15 active stations and interstation distance of 2 slots. The slot size is again 53 bytes 
and the signal propagation delay is 5 (|1j) /  (km) . Each station supports high and low 
priority traffic both of which have BWB_MOD = 2. The aggregate generated load by the 
high priority is 0.85 segment/slot. Each high priority source generates the same amount of 
traffic (i.e., we have constant load) transmitting fixed size packets of 20 segments. In 
Fig. 4.3, we compare the average packet delay performance of the high priority class 
under P_BI_BWB and P_NSW_IUT in two cases, when the low priority is idle and when 
it is overloaded. Fig. 4.3 clearly shows that P_BI_BWB is a very effective priority mecha­
nism, since the low priority class, even when it becomes overloaded, does not have any 
effect on the high priority delay. In contrast, in the case of P_NSW_IUT, the effect of the 
low priority class is evident.
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F ig . 4 .3  High priority delay comparison of P_BI_BWB and 
P_NSW_IUT. 15 stations, high priority underloaded 
with total offered load = 0.85 sgmt/slot. Constant 
load. BWB_MOD = 2, LMOD:BMOD = 3:2. Distance
between stations 2 slots. Low priority can be idle 
or overloaded. Constant packet size of 20 segments
In Fig. 4.4, we compare the performances of P_BI_BWB and P_NSW_IUT when 
high and low priority classes are underloaded. Both of them generate fixed size packets of 
20 segments. The aggregate load generated by the high priority class is 0.3 segment/slot 
and by the low priority class is 0.55 segment/slot. Fig.4.4 clearly shows that P_BI_BWB 
and P_NSW_IUT are very effective priority mechanisms. Under both of them, the high
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priority class encounters significantly lower delays. However, in the case of P_NSW_IUT, 















- -*P_NSWJUT high priority 
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Fig.4.4 Delay comparison of P_BI_BWB and P_NSW_IUT.
15 stations, high priority load = 0.3 sgmt/slot, low 
priority load 0.55 sgmt/slot. Distance between 
stations 2 slots. BWB M0D=2, LMOD:BMOD=3:2
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced the effective Priority Buffer Insertion Bandwidth Bal­
ance (P_BI_BWB) mechanism for dual bus network architectures. This mechanism has 
the ability to eliminate the effect of low priority traffic on high priority traffic by enabling
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downstream high priority stations to temporarily remove the low priority busy slots from 
the channel until the transmission of the high priority traffic is complete. P_BI_BWB 
achieves that by allowing stations to store the low priority busy slots of the channel into a 
buffer, and by making sure that enough slots are reserved to guarantee the retransmission 
of the stored slots later on. Our simulation results have shown that P_BI_BWB is a very 
effective priority mechanism, which demonstrates a much better delay performance than 
the existing P_NSW_IUT mechanism. It does not only eliminate the effect of the low pri­
ority on high priority, but also minimize the effect of the station location on performance. 
Furthermore, it can evenly distribute the channel’s bandwidth among overloaded traffic 
sources of the same priority.
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THE FAIR BAND WITH ALLOCATION MECHANISM 
FOR DUAL RING ARCHITECTURES
5.1 Introduction
Ring architectures offer superior reliability, availability, and serviceability, even in the 
face of physical damage to the network. Failed stations or transmission links can be iso­
lated through the use of appropriate protocols such as the reliability mechanisms intro­
duced in [46]. Ring architectures inherently impose no restriction on the number of 
stations that can be accommodated by the network. Furthermore, they offer significant 
performance advantages. These include insensitivity to load distribution, low arbitration 
time, bounded access delay, and no requirement for long preambles. Concurrent access 
and spatial reuse enable simultaneous transmission over disjoint sections of the ring and 
can drastically increase the throughput of the network. Counter rotating dual ring topolo­
gies allow stations to select the shortest transmission path, thus improving even more the 
system performance. Hence, they appear to satisfy best the requirements of high speed 
networking when high connectivity and large extents are required.
In this chapter, we introduce a new medium access control mechanism for dual ring 
architectures employing spatial reuse: the Fair Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism 
(FBAM). Its main feature is that it allows each active station to continuously send requests 
for bandwidth reservation. This is in contrast to the recently introduced Local Fairness 
Algorithm (LFA) [16] that switches to the bandwidth reservation mode only when band­
width starvation is observed. As a result FBAM is more responsive to changes of the traf­
fic load. Furthermore, it does not encounter the problem of determining when starvation is
87
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observed. The organization of the rest of the chapter is as follows. In section 5.2, we intro­
duce the main features of the FBAM mechanism. In section 5.3, we provide a detailed 
description of its operation. In section 5.4, we use simulation results to investigate 
FBAM’s throughput performance. Furthermore, we compare its performance with the cor­
responding performance of the Global and Local fairness algorithms which have been 
introduced in [18] and [16], respectively. Finally, in section 5.5, we present the conclu­
sions.
5.2 Main Features of the FBAM Operation 
The FBAM operation borrows features from the NSWJUT [48] operation. That is, it also 
allows each station to send multiple requests upstream and uses the TAR control bit to 
introduce bandwidth balancing without requiring the wastage of channel slots.
5.2.1 Request Removal
A very important issue on dual ring networks is the removal of requests. This is not an 
issue on dual bus networks because requests are discarded at the end of each bus. How­
ever, in the case of a ring architecture, requests may go around the ring forever, keep the 
RQ_CTRs of the stations always greater than 0, and prevent these stations from transmit­
ting. We point out that the removal of requests is not as straightforward as one might 
think. For instance, a simple request removal mechanism could have been the following: a 
station could reset a passing request bit on the reverse channel, if it has just allowed an 
idle and unreserved slot (station’s RQ_CTR = 0) to pass downstream on the forward chan­
nel. The reasoning behind such an approach is that the idle slot would serve the down­
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stream station which has sent the request, and thus there is no need for this request to 
propagate upstream. Although such a technique may work well under light traffic condi­
tions, it may lead to a deadlock situation. Under heavy traffic conditions, such a deadlock 
may start with requests which are sent by some stations and travel for more than one ring 
before their removal; this may occur because all stations are observing busy bits on the 
forward channel before the arrival of the requests on the reverse channel. These requests 
would increase the RQ_CTRs of the various stations and eventually a situation may arise 
where the same requests go around the reverse channel and are never removed because the 
RQ_CTRs of the stations are always greater than 0.
Ring B
(Reverse channel)




R Q C T R  = I
RF  =
Fig.5.1 A deadlock situation
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In order to illustrate such a situation, we refer to Fig.5.1 where a dual ring consist­
ing of 4 active stations is shown. The distance between neighbor stations is 1 slot and all 
slots on the forward channel are idle; i.e. their Busy Bits (BB) are 0. However, the Request 
Fields (RF) on the reverse channel are all equal to 1. Furthermore, the RQ_CTR of each 
station is equal to 1 and, we assume, that each station looks first at the reverse channel and 
then at the forward channel. It is evident that under the above conditions: a) the RQ_CTR 
of each station will always change its value from 1 to 2 (when an RF = 1 bit is observed) 
and then from 2 to 1 (when the next BB = 0 is observed), b) the RF = 1 bits will never be 
reset to 0 (since RQ_CTR>0, i.e., no station sees an idle and unreserved slot), c) the 
throughput of the system will be 0.
The above discussion clearly indicates that the removal of requests should not 
depend on the traffic conditions. A mechanism is required which must be as robust in 
removing requests as is the end of the bus in the dual bus architectures. The Local Fairness 
Algorithm [16] guarantees request removal by introducing the station’s ID in the request. 
Then, if a station observes a request with its own ID, it removes it from the bus. In this 
way, the maximum distance that a request can travel is one ring. The main disadvantage of 
this approach is that the request field should be extended to more than one bit, i.e., it must 
be long enough to identify every station in the network. Since the frame format should not 
be affected by system parameters, such as the number of active stations, a large number of 
bits must be reserved for the request field, so that the network can handle a large number 
of station; for instance, 10 bits are needed for 1024 stations. Furthermore, if new versions 
of the MAC protocol are anticipated to support multiple priority traffic, the request field of 
the slot should be even larger.
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In the proposed FBAM mechanism, we introduce a different request removal 
approach. Our method is motivated by the fact that a request need not travel more than 
half a ring. This is because in a dual ring network, the bandwidth starvation of a station 5,- 
can be caused only by another station Sk which is at most half a ring away, measured in 
number of hops. Overloaded stations at greater distances will select the other ring for the 
transmission of their packets and therefore will not affect the performance of Sr  A 
straightforward approach for ensuring that a request will not travel more than half a ring is 
to allow a station 5( , sending a request, to introduce in the request field of the slot the ID 
of the station Sk which should reset it, i.e., the ID of the station which is half a ring 
upstream from S(.. We have used the term I.D. based Request Removal Strategy (ID_RRS) 
for this method. The disadvantage of this approach is similar to that of the request removal 
approach used by the Local Fairness Algorithm; i.e., the request field must be large. 
Therefore, we propose here another method which we have called the Section Number 
based Request Removal Strategy (SN_RRS). The SN_RRS approach requires a much 
smaller request field and operates as follows; A request field of k bits is introduced into the 
Access Control Field (ACF) of each slot. A station that wants to insert a request will wait 
until it observes a slot with its request field equal to 0 and set the least significant bit of this 
field to 1. Also introduced into the ring is a set of special stations which are responsible for 
releasing the request fields. We call these stations Request Field Erasure Stations (RFES). 
Each RFES increases the value of each passing request field (which is not 0) by 1 and 
resets to 0 every request field with all of its k bits equal to 1. To illustrate this operation, let 
us consider the 20 stations network of Fig.5.2 with RFES stations S j , S6, Sn  and S16. 
Furthermore, let us assume that the request field is equal to 2 bits (k = 2), and that station
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S2 inserts a request on the reverse channel, i.e., it changes a passing 00 request field to 01. 
The first RFES observing this request field (i.e., station S j) will increase its value to 10. 
The next RFES (station S16) will make it 11 and, finally, station 5U will reset it to 00.
RFES
RFES
Fig.5.2 A request removal example
It it evident from Fig.5.2 that if an RFES wants to insert a request (for instance, sta­
tion S j ), it must initialize the value of an idle request field (i.e., 00) with 10 instead of 01,
i.e., it is as if this station sends a request and at the same time increases the value of the 
request field by 1. It should also be noticed from Fig.5.2 that the path travelled by a 
request becomes minimum (i.e., half a ring) when it is inserted by an RFES. For instance, 
in Fig.5.2, a request sent by station S1 will be removed by RFES Sn  which is 10 hops 
away. On the other hand, a request travels the longest path when it is sent by the first sta­
tion which is upstream from an RFES. For instance, in Fig.5.2, a request sent by station
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S5 will be removed by RFES Su  which is 15 hops away; i.e., the request has traveled in 
this case 3 /4  th of the ring. We can decrease the length of the maximum path that a 
request can travel by increasing the size of the request field and the number of the RFESs 
in the network. In a later section, we investigate the effect of the number of RFESs on per­
formance.
5.2.2 Request Field Size and Number of RFESs
Let us assume that the request field is k bits. Then, after a station has set the request’s least 
significant bit to 1 (i.e., it has inserted a request), this request field has to pass through 
2 - 2  RFESs before all of its bits become 1. We want this to happen just before the sta­
tion which is half a ring away. In this way, it is guaranteed that the request has travelled 
half a ring before it is reset by the next RFES. In order for this to happen, there must be at
lc
most 2 - 2  RFESs on each half ring, i.e., the total number of RFES, must be less than
k k +1or equal to 2 (2 -  2) = 2 - 4 .  For instance, if a k = 2 bits request field is used, then
the maximum number of RFESs will be 4. If a 3 bit request field is used, then the maxi­
mum number of RFESs will be 23 + 1 -  4 = 16 - 4 = 12. It is evident that the RFESs must 
be distributed as uniformly as possible around the ring. Furthermore, every station must 
have the capability of becoming an RFES so that redistribution of the RFESs is straight­
forward as the number of the stations on the ring increases. We finally mention that our 
request field erasure mechanism can easily accommodate the cases where the number of 
RFESs is smaller than the maximum. The only requirement in this case is the initialization 
of an all 0 request field with the appropriate number. For instance, if a 3 bit request field is
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used, and we have only 7 (instead of 12) RFESs, then a station sending a request must ini­
tialize the request field with Oil (an RFES must initialize this field with the value 100).
S3  The Fair Bandwidth Allocation Mechanism (FBAM)
In this section, we provide a detailed description of the FBAM algorithm. Most of the 
parameters, counters, and registers that are required for its operation are similar to those of 
the BI_BWB and we refer for their description to Chapter 4. In addition, an Erased Slot 
Counter (ESjCTR) is needed per station to determine the number of requests that can be 
removed on the reverse channel due to the erased slots by the station on the forward chan­
nel. The operation of the ES_CTR is as follows.
Forward Channel: Whenever a station sees an idle and unreserved slot (i.e., RQ_CTR = 0 
and RG_CTR £ REQ_QS) and either transmits a registered segment or it has a request in 
its request queue that has not yet been sent upstream, it increases its ES_CTR by one. A 
station also increases its ES.CTR by 1 when it erases a slot and: a) there exists an active 
downstream station (i.e., RQ_CTR > 0), or b) the station itself has a request in its request 
queue, or c) the station itself is going to use the slot to transmit a registered segment. 
Finally, when a station becomes idle and its RQ_CTR = 0, it decreases its ES_CTR by 1 
for every idle and unreserved slot it sees on the forward channel.
Reverse Channel: When a station sees an RF > 0 on the reverse channel and its 
ES_CTR>0, it resets the RF to 0 and decrements ES_CTR by 1. On the other hand, if the 
RF = 0 and both ES_CTR and REQ_QS are greater than zero, the station decrements both 
of them by one.
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5.3.1 The FBAM Algorithm
We now present the FBAM algorithm by describing its reaction to various events.
a) New packet arrival: UNRG CTR increases by the number of segments in the packet.
b) A segment becomes first in the transmission queue: if UNRG.CTR > 0 and 
BWB_CTR < BWB_MOD -1, a request will be sent upstream, RG_CTR will increase 
by 1, and UNRG_CTR will decrease by 1.
c) A slot arrives at the forward channel:
c l: If the slot is an unreserved idle slot (RG_CTR <i REQ_QS and RQ_CTR = 0) 
and the station is going to use it to transmit a registered segment (RG_CTR > 0), 
or there are requests present in the station’s request queue (REQ_QS > 0), the 
ES_CTR will increase by one. 
c2: If the slot has been written with a segment destined for this station, the station 
will reset the slot including the TAR bit (if it is 1). In addition, if this station or a 
downstream station is going to use the slot (i.e., RQ_CTR > 0 or RG_CTR > 0 or 
REQ_QS > 0), the station will increase its ES_CTR by one. 
c3: If the written slot has a segment destined for a downstream station, its TAR bit is 
one, and the station has unregistered segments, it will send an extra request 
upstream, increase RG_CTR by one, and decrease UNRG_CTR by one. In addi­
tion, if the number of the TAR segments in the station’s queue is greater than the 
number of the TAR bits that the station owes to the downstream stations, it will 
reset the TAR bit of the passing slot and increase its DBTAR_CTR by one 
c4: If the passing slot is free and RQ_CTR>0, the station will decrease its RQ_CTR 
by one and let the idle slot go by.
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d) A slot is seen on the reverse channel:
d l:  If RF > 0, the station will increase the RQ_CTR by one.
d2: If the station is an RFES, it will increase the RF by one and check whether it must 
reset it.
d3: If ES_CTR > 0 and RF > 0, the station will reset RF to 0 and decrease its 
ES_CTR by one. If RF = 0, and both ES_CTR and REQ_QS are greater than 
zero, the station will decrease both ES_CTR and REQ_QS by one. Finally, if 
ES_CTR = 0 and RF = 0 and REQ_QS > 0, the station will send a request 
upstream.
e) The station is allowed to transmit a segment: if a station does not have any segments 
waiting in its queue, the station will decrease ES_CTR by 1 (if its ES_CTR is greater 
than 0). Otherwise it will transmit the first segment in its queue and modify the control 
information according to the following:
e l:  It will increase BWB_CTR by 1. If BWB_CTR becomes equal to BWB_MOD 
(i.e., the station transmits a TAR segment), then: a) it will reset the BWB_CTR to 
0, b) if DBTAR_CTR > 0 or both DBTAR_CTR and RG_CTR are 0, it will set 
the TAR bit to 1, c) if DBTAR_CTR > 0, it will decrease DBTAR_CTR by 1.
e2: If RG_CTR > 0, it will decrease RG_CTR by 1. Otherwise, it will decrease 
UNRG.CTR by I.
5.3.2 Algorithm Discussion
The objective of FBAM is to introduce local fairness on each ring section which accom­
modates transmissions by many stations while keeping the interaction among the various
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ring sections to the minimum. Such an interaction can be easily eliminated at the forward 
channel since slots with TAR = 1 bits are reset by the destination stations of the written 
slots. However, it is very difficult to achieve on the reverse channel, since a request from 
one ring segment can pass to another ring segment. Under FBAM, a request may be 
removed in three different ways:
a) Through the Section Number based Request Removal Strategy (SN_RRS) which 
ensures the removal of a request.
b) By a station which has recently seen an unreserved idle slot; i.e., when the condi­
tions RQ_CTR = 0 and RG_CTR £ REQ_QS hold. RQ_CTR = 0 means that currently 
none of the downstream stations has requested a slot. RG_CTR £ REQ_QS reflects the 
fact that the station has not yet sent onto the channel all the requests for its registered seg­
ments. The reasoning behind this approach is that neither a downstream station nor the 
station itself has reserved the arriving idle slot. Therefore, it can be used by a station that 
has a request, and thus there is no need for this request to propagate upstream.
c) By a station which has erased a slot; certainly this is an idle and unreserved slot. 
In such a case, the station will increment its ES_CTR by 1, if its RG_CTR > 0 or 
RQ_CTR > 0. If either of the previous conditions hold, it is certain that this station or a 
downstream station will write on the slot. Since a request has already been sent by either 
of these stations, the station that erased the slot can remove a passing request on the 
reverse channel.
A station may remove requests either from the channel or from its own request 
queue (REQ_QS). For each slot period a station can remove at most one request. In addi­
tion, higher priority is always given to the removal of channel requests. The objective is to
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minimize the number of requests that upstream stations see, since a request is immediately 
removed from the channel and there is still the possibility for the waiting request at the 
station to be removed at a later time. It should also be noted that according to the FBAM 
operation, the station is not allowed to introduce its own request after it has erased a 
request from a passing slot on the reverse channel.
5.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we use simulation results to investigate the effect of the system parameters 
on the throughput performance of FBAM. We consider a 10 station, 155 Mbps network 
with a slot size of 53 bytes, and a signal propagation delay of 5 {X sec/km.
5.4.1 Effect of Request Removal Approach and BWB JVfOD on Performance
In this section, we investigate the effect of the request removal approach as well as of the 
value of BWB_MOD on the FBAM throughput performance. We consider the above men­
tioned 10 station, 155 Mbps network with a distance between neighbor stations 4 slots;
i.e., the total cable length is 40 slots (21.8 km).
In Table 3.1, we show the effect of the request removal approach on the maximum 
throughput THRi of each station Sf. We compare the ID_RRS approach, in which each 
station inserts in the request field of the slot the ID of the station which is half a ring 
upstream from it, with the SN_RRS approach which uses the Request Field Erasure Sta­
tions (RFES) for removing the requests. In the SN_RRS case RFESs are stations S{ , S3, 
S5, Sg. We assume that all stations are overloaded and try to write on every idle and unre­
served slot on the channel randomly selecting, every time, the destination of their trans­
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mission. Table 5.1 shows that the ID_RRS and the SN_RRS methods provide similar 
throughputs. That is, the SN_RRS method, which requires a much smaller request field 
than the DD_RRS method, is very effective.





THRSi S2 S3 *4 *5 *6 *7 Ss s9 5 10
IDJRRS 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.360 3.60
SN_RRS 0.359 0.358 0.359 0357 0.359 0.359 0.357 0.359 0357 0.358 339
In Table 5.2, we show the effect that the value of BWB_MOD has on the maximum 
throughput of each station under the traffic load of Table 5.1 and the SN_RRS mechanism. 
Table 5.2 shows clearly that the effect of the BWB.MOD parameter is minor. Since small 
values of BWB_MOD allow faster convergence to the steady state, where the fair band­
width allocation is achieved, the use of a small BWB_MOD value (i.e., 2) is recom­
mended.




THR*2 *3 *4 *5 *6 *7 58 *9 S10
12 0.354 0.359 0.354 0.357 0.358 0.355 0358 0.354 0.357 0.360 337
8 0.354 0.359 0.351 0.358 0.358 0356 0359 0357 0.357 0.357 336
4 0.357 0.358 0.357 0.357 0.360 0357 0.355 0.357 0356 0.356 337
2 0.359 0.358 0.359 0.357 0359 0.359 0357 0.359 0.357 0.358 339
5.4.2 Throughput Comparison
In this section, we compare the throughput performance of the FBAM mechanism with 
the corresponding performance of the Global Fairness Algorithm (GFA), Local Fairness
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Algorithm (LFA), as well as with the one of the mechanism under which stations can 
transmit without any restriction. We have used the term the No Restriction Mechanism 
(NRM) for this access mechanism. We consider six traffic scenarios which are commonly 
used in the literature for the evaluation of the fairness of proposed access mechanisms. In 
our investigation, we consider two cases of network size. In the first, the distance between 
neighbor stations is 1 slot., in the second, 10 slots; the corresponding total length of the 
cable will then be 10 slots (5.5km) and 100 slots (54.7 km), respectively. In the case of 
FBAM, the value of BWB_MOD is equal to 2 and the request field of the slot is 2 bits. In 
addition, the SN_RRS request removal strategy is used and Request Field Erasure Stations 
(RFESs) are stations , S3, S5, Sg. Finally we select k = / = 12 in the case of GFA 
and LFA, and w = 2 in the case of LFA, i.e., a station considers that bandwidth starvation 
begins when it is in the unrestricted mode and observes w = 2 consecutive slots busy. 
The above values of k , / , and w provide for LFA and GFA the highest aggregate through­
put in the case of uniform traffic and a 5.5 km network.
• Traffic Scenario 1: It is shown in Fig.5.3. The arrows show the transmission paths of 
each station. Fig.5.3 shows that the ring is divided into four independent segments (i.e., 
segments having non-overlapping transmission paths). The first segment includes sta­
tion 5 l . The second, includes stations S2 and S3. The third, includes stations S4 , S5 
and S6 . Finally, the fourth, includes stations S7, S8, Sg, and 510- Each station trans­
mits to the head station of the next group, making the most downstream link in each 
group the bottleneck link.




F i g . 5 . 3  T r a f f i c  s c e n a r i o  1 
Table 5.3, for the short network, and Table 5.4, for the long network, show the nor­
malized throughputs of the stations under the various medium access mechanisms. Both 
tables clearly show that only FB AM can evenly distribute the available channel bandwidth 
of each ring segment among the competing stations. Furthermore, its performance is not 
affected by the network size. In contrast, LFA always provides a smaller bandwidth to the 
downstream stations of each ring segment. Although GFA can provide all stations with the 
same bandwidth, its aggregate network throughput is much lower than that of the other 
mechanisms even in the case of the short network, where the quota k = 12 is larger than 
the round trip propagation delay (which is 10 slots). Table 5.3 shows that the GFA opera­
tion provides a throughput for each station the throughput of the stations in the most con­
gested link, which in the case of Fig.5.3 is the link between stations 5 10 and Sl . Thus, 
GFA is not a bandwidth efficient mechanism. Moreover, its bandwidth performance is
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strongly affected by the network size. As Table 5.4 shows, when the network size 
increases from 10 to 100 slots, the throughput of each station drops to 0.12 segments/slot 
and that of the network drops to 1.2 segments/slot. Finally, both tables clearly show that 
under the NRM operation the throughputs of some stations become 0, i.e., bandwidth star­
vation is observed.
T a b le  5 .3  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




Throughput* i S2 *3 *4 *5 *6 *7 *8 *9 *10
NRM 1.00 1.00 0 1.00 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 4.00
GFA 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 2.50
LFA 1 0J4 0.46 0.36 0.33 0.31 0.27 0.24 0.24 023 4.00
FBAM 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.25 025 0.25 025 4.00
T a b le  5 .4  Throughput comparison of FB AM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




Throughput* i *2 *3 *4 *5 *6 *7 *8 *9 *10
NRM 1.00 1.00 0 1.00 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 4.00
GFA 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.20
LFA 1.00 0.52 0.48 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.26 0.25 025 024 4.00
FBAM 1.00 0.50 050 0.33 0.33 033 0.25 025 0.25 0.25 4.00
* Traffic Scenario 2: It is shown in Fig.5.4. In this scenarios the bottleneck link of each 
ring section of competing stations has moved to the middle of this section; it was the 
last link in the case of scenario 1. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 show the corresponding 
throughputs of the various stations under the short and long networks, respectively. 
Both tables show that bandwidth starvation is again observed in the case of NRM
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while GFA is fair but very inefficient, especially in the case of the long network. LFA 
improves significantly the throughput performance of the network relative to NRM 
and GFA, however, it still fails to provide the same throughput to the stations of each 
ring section; upstream stations continue to acquire a slightly higher bandwidth. FBAM 




Fig.5.4 T r a f f i c  s c e n a r i o  2
T ab le  5 .5  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




ThroughputS2 s3 *4 *5 *6 s7 *8 s9 *10
NRM 1.00 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 1.00 3.00
GFA 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 025 2.50
LFA 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.48 0.36 0.33 0.31 0.64 1.00 4.12
FBAM 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 050 033 0.33 0.33 0.67 1.00 4.17
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T ab le 5 .6  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic




Throughput*1 S2 s3 *4 *5 *6 s7 *8 s9 5 10
NRM 1.00 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 1.00 3.00
GFA 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.20
LFA 0.24 0.24 0.24 024 052 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.68 1.00 4.09
FBAM 0.25 0.25 0.25 025 050 053 0.33 0.33 0.67 1.00 4.17
• Traffic Scenario 3: It is shown in Fig.5.5. The corresponding stations’ throughputs are 
shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. Traffic scenario 3 is very similar to traffic scenario 2. The 
only difference is that station S5 now has destination (before it had destination 
56). In this way, the boundaries between the various ring sections become less distinct 
than in the previous cases. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 clearly show that LFA now fails to bal­
ance the bandwidth among the various stations providing them with different through­
puts. GFA is fair but inefficient while NRM causes bandwidth starvation. FBAM 
demonstrates again the best performance. It divides the stations into 3 groups. The 
first group only consists of 5 10 which does not compete with any other station and 
requires the entire bandwidth. The second group consists of S5, S6, , 5g, and S9.
The transmission path of each one of these stations overlaps at a certain link with the 
transmission path of two other stations. Consequently, each one of them receives one 
third of the channel bandwidth. Finally, the third group consists of Sl , S2, S3, and S4 
whose transmission paths overlap at the link that connects S4 to S5. Consequently, 
each one of these stations acquires 1/4 th of the channel bandwidth under the long net­
work but only 1/5 th of the channel bandwidth under the short network. A lower
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throughput is observed under the short network due to a smaller number of requests 




Fig.5.5 Traffic scenario 3
T ab le  5 .7  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




ThroughputS2 s3 *4 *5 *6 *7 8̂ s9 S10
NRM 1.00 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 1.00 3.00
GFA 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 035 0.25 0.25 035 035 2.50
LFA 0.34 0.27 0.20 0.18 027 0.33 0.26 0.39 0.42 1.00 3.66
FBAM 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 033 033 0.33 0.33 033 1.00 3.46
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T ab le 5 .8  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic




ThroughputSi S2 s3 *4 *5 *6 S? 00
to Sg 5 10
NRM 1.00 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 1.00 3.00
GFA 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.20
LFA 024 0.24 024 024 028 029 0.18 0.31 033 1.00 3.55
FBAM 0.25 025 025 025 0.33 033 033 0.33 033 1.00 3.67
■ Traffic Scenario 4: It is shown in Fig. 5.6. The corresponding throughputs are shown in 
Tables 5.9 and 5.10. In this scenario, there are no distinct ring segments and all sta­
tions seem to belong to the same group. Consequently, as the two tables show, FBAM 
provides the same throughput to each station. The same is true for GFA, but not for 
LFA. Finally, NRM causes, again, bandwidth starvation.
Ring A
(Forward channel)
Fig.5.6 Traffic scenario 4
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T ab le 5 .9  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic




ThroughputSi S2 *3 *4 *5 *6 *7 *8 s 9 *10
NRM 0 1.00 0 1.00 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 3.00
GFA 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 033 033 0.33 0.33 033 333 3.33
LFA 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.35 0.31 037 3.15
FBAM 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 033 033 0.33 0.33 033 033 3.33
T a b le  5 .1 0  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




ThroughputSi *2 *3 *4 *5 *6 *7 *8 s9 S10
NRM 0 1.00 0 1.00 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 3.00
GFA 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.20
LFA 0.31 0.30 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.28 0.24 2.64
FBAM 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 033 033 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 3.33
• Traffic Scenario 5: In this traffic scenario, the ring segments are the same with those of 
the traffic scenario one which is shown in Fig.5.3. However, each station now evenly 
distributes its traffic among the downstream stations of its ring segment. For instance, 
station Sg evenly distributes its generated traffic among stations S9, S10 and 5 n . 
The corresponding stations’ throughputs are shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. The supe­
riority of FBAM is again evident.
T ab le  5 .1 1  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




Throughput*i *2 *3 *4 *5 *6 *7 *8 *9 S10
NRM 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.33 050 1.00 0.25 0.33 050 6.42
GFA 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 4.50
LFA 1.00 0.75 0.63 057 050 056 0.53 0.40 0.39 054 5.86
FBAM 1.00 0.90 035 0.74 050 050 0.63 0.48 037 050 6.17
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T a b le  5 .1 2  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic




ThroughputS2 s3 *4 *5 *6 s7 Ss s9 S 10
NRM 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.33 050 1.00 0.25 0.33 050 6.41
GFA 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.20
LFA 1 0.75 0.63 0.61 0.41 059 0.57 0.32 0.36 057 5.81
FBAM 1.00 0.97 052 0.75 050 050 0.65 0.49 035 050 6.23
• Traffic Scenario 6: In this scenario, every station randomly chooses the destination of 
each transmitted packet. The shortest path routing rule is used to decide on which ring 
a given packet must be sent. If the destination station is exactly half a ring away, 50 
percent of the packets will be transmitted on one ring and the rest on the other ring. 
Tables 5.13 and 5.14 show the corresponding stations’ throughput under the short and 
long networks, respectively. We see that under uniform traffic, all four access mecha­
nisms can provide the stations with similar throughputs. However, the aggregate 
throughput in the case of FBAM is higher.
T a b lo  5 .1 3  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic 




ThroughputSi *2 *3 *4 *5 *6 Si S8 *9 S10
NRM 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.363 3.60
GFA 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 034 0.34 0.34 3.41
LFA 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 035 0.35 350
FBAM 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 036 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 3.60
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T ab lo  5 .1 4  Throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, and LFA under traffic




ThroughputSi S2 s3 *4 *5 *6 s7 Ss s9 5 10
NRM 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 036 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 3.60
GFA 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.20
LFA 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 033 0.33 3.33
FBAM 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 036 036 0.36 0.36 036 0.36 3.60
5.4.3 Aggregate Throughput Comparison
In order to show clearly the ability of FBAM to introduce fairness in a very bandwidth 
efficient way, we summarize in Tables 5.15 and 5.16 the maximum aggregate throughput 
provided by the mechanisms under both the short and long networks. The two tables show 
that with the exception of traffic scenario 3, in the case of short network, FBAM provides 
a higher aggregate network throughput than the other two fairness mechanisms.
T ab lo  5 .1 5  Aggregate normalized throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, 
and LFA under various traffic scenarios. Short network (5.5 km)
Traffic Network Throughput
Scenario NRM GFA LFA FBAM
1 4.00 2.50 4.00 4.00
2 3.00 2.50 4.12 4.17
3 3.00 2.50 3.66 3.46
4 3.00 3.33 3.15 333
5 6.42 4.50 5.86 6.17
6 3.60 3.41 3.5 0 3.60
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T a b lo  5 .1 6  Aggregate normalized throughput comparison of FBAM, NRM, GFA, 




NRM GFA LFA FBAM
l 4.00 1.20 4.00 4.00
2 3.00 1.20 4.09 4.17
3 3.00 1.20 3.55 3.67
4 3.00 1.20 164 3.33
5 6.41 1.20 5.81 6.23
6 3.60 1.20 3.33 3.60
5.4.4 FBAM Max-Min Fairness
A careful examination of the FBAM throughput performance shows that in most cases the 
FBAM mechanism provides a Max-Min throughput fairness which is the optimum one 
can achieve in terms of bandwidth allocation. What is more impressive is that FBAM does 
not require a centralized control but it can achieve MAX-Min fairness in a distributed way. 
We are not aware of any other distributed algorithm that can demonstrate similar proper­
ties.
The objective of the Max-Min flow control [6], [44] is to maximize the throughput 
THRi of each station 5, under the constraint that an incremental increase of THRi will 
not result in a decrease of the throughput THRj of another station Sj when THRj < 
THRi . The Max-Min fairness flow control is not only optimum in terms of fairness, but 
also enables the analytic computation of the stations’ throughputs. Let N be the number of 
stations in a network, /f be the link that comes out of station St (with a normalized capac­
ity of 1), and THRi be the throughput of station S., under the Max-Min flow control 
mechanism. The Max-Min Fairness Throughput Computation Algorithm is as follows:
1. Find the first network bottleneck link.
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2. If there are n stations competing for the first bottleneck link, then the throughput of
each one of them will be l / n .
3. Compute the unused normalized capacities in the remaining links. For instance, if it of
the traffic paths of the bottleneck link traverse another link , its unused normalized 
capacity will be: 1 -  k ( l / n )  .
4. Compute the bandwidth allocation C( of each link that has bandwidth available and for
which there are stations competing. For instance, if m transmission paths traverse the
above link /( (in addition to the k whose throughput has been computed), then
r  _ (1 - k / n )
' m
5.FindCm(n = min (Cv C2---Ci...,CfJ) w ith C ^O .
6. Compute the throughput of the stations of this link. If this is the last link that has unused
bandwidth, stop. Otherwise, go to step 3.
In order to clarify the above computation, we apply it in the case of traffic scenario 1 
shown in Fig.5.3. The different steps of the above algorithm now become: 1. Link /10 is 
the first bottleneck link since it has the largest number of stations (i.e., flow) competing for 
bandwidth. 2. The throughput of these four stations, i.e., S7, 5g, S9, and s  10 will then be: 
THR7 = THRg = THR9 = THRlQ = 1 /4  = 0.25. 3. Unused bandwidth now have all 
links except the bottleneck link /10.4. Links for which stations compete are , l2, , /4 ,
l5, and l6 . Their corresponding bandwidth allocations are: 
Ci = C2 = C4 = 1, C3 = C5 = 0.5, c6 = 0.33.5. Minimum C; is C6 = 0.33.6. Con­
sequently, THRa -  THRS = THR6 = 0.33. By repeating the steps “3.”, “4.” , “5.” and 
“6.” of the Throughput Computation Algorithm, we can find all the remaining throughputs 
which are: THRl = 1 and THR2 = THR3 = 0.5.
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We see that the analytically computed throughputs are identical to the ones provided 
by FBAM in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Extensive simulation results that we have run have 
shown that in most cases, FBAM can provide max-min throughput fairness. However, a 
small discrepancy is observed in some cases. This discrepancy is caused by a small num­
ber of requests sent by downstream stations which are not removed effectively by 
upstream stations, and are passed to upstream ring sections affecting the throughputs of 
their stations. Tables 5.17 and 5.18 show such a discrepancy between the throughputs 
provided by FBAM and the MAX-MIN flow control mechanism in the case of traffic sce­
nario 3 and 5, respectively. We see that this discrepancy is rather negligible under the long 
network and becomes more evident under the short network.lt should be noted here that in 
all other traffic scenarios the FBAM and MAX-MIN flow control algorithms provide iden­
tical throughputs to all station.




Throughput*2 s 3 *4 *5 *6 *7 *8 Sg *10
FBAM (short net) 0.20 0.20 010 010 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 1.00 3.46
FBAM (long net) 0.25 015 015 015 013 0.33 013 0.33 013 1.00 3.67
MAX.MIN 0.25 0.25 015 015 0.33 0.33 013 0.33 0.33 1.00 3.67
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ThroughputSi S2 S3 *4 *5 *6 *7 S8 s 9 5 10
FBAM (short net) 1.00 0.90 055 0.74 050 050 0.63 0.48 037 0.50 6.17
FBAM (long net) 1.00 0.97 052 0.75 050 050 0.65 0.49 035 050 6.23
MAX_MIN 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.75 0.50 050 0.67 0.50 0.34 0.50 6.26
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the Fair Bandwidth Allocation (FBAM) mechanism for dual ring network 
architectures has been introduced. FBAM has the ability to minimize the interactions 
between ring segments that connect stations with no overlapping transmission paths, thus 
maximizing the aggregate network throughput. In addition, it can evenly distribute the 
channel bandwidth among the competing stations of each ring segment. Moreover, its 
throughput performance is almost insensitive to the system parameters. Our performance 
investigation has also shown that FBAM, which is a distributed access mechanism, can 
achieve in most cases a Max-Min throughput fairness, which is considered to be the opti­
mum throughput fairness. Furthermore, in the cases where the throughputs provided for 
the stations by FBAM and Max-Min flow control differ, the observed discrepancy is rather 
small. This is a significant advantage of FBAM over all the other previously proposed 
access mechanisms. Finally, FBAM enables stations to send requests for bandwidth reser­
vations continuously so that they do not encounter the rather difficult problem of deciding 
when bandwidth starvation occurs. In contrast, the Global Fairness Algorithm (GFA) can­
not effectively utilize the channel bandwidth in the cases of traffic patterns that would 
allow many channel slots to be reused, and thus improve the aggregate throughput of the
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system. Furthermore, its throughput performance is strongly affected by the network size 
or channel speed. The local fairness algorithm (LFA), on the other hand, although it can 
prevent bandwidth starvation as well as effectively reuse the channel bandwidth, it cannot 
provide the stations of the same ring segment with similar throughputs. Furthermore, its 
performance is sensitive to the system parameters, and in many cases, its aggregate 
throughput is smaller than the throughput provided by FBAM. Finally, it has the difficult 
task of deciding when bandwidth starvation is observed.
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CHAPTER 6
THE EFFECTIVE PRIORITY BWB MECHANISM 
FOR DUAL RING ARCHITECTURES
6.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to introduce an effective priority mechanism for high 
speed dual ring networks that can minimize the effect of low priority traffic on high prior­
ity traffic and guarantee the stringent delay requirements of real-time traffic. The organiza­
tion of this chapter is as follows. In section 6.2, the main features of the Effective Priority 
Bandwidth Balancing (EPJ3WB) mechanism are introduced. In section 6.3, a detailed 
description of its operation is provided. In section 6.4, simulation results are used to inves­
tigate its delay and throughput performance in the presence of two priority classes of traf­
fic. Finally, in section 6.5, the conclusions of our investigation are presented.
6.2 Main Features of the EP_BWB Operation
The EP_BWB mechanism has two main objectives: The first is to guarrantee fair access 
among users of same priority. The second is to minimize the effect of low priority traffic 
on high priority traffic. The first objective is achieved by incorporating the FBAM mecha­
nism into the EP_BWB operation. The second objective is achieved by enabling a high 
priority class to preempt the transmissions of lower priority classes. Preempting transmis­
sions on a distributed network, especially when the distances between stations are large, is 
an extremely difficult task due to the large propagation delays. This is the main reason 
behind the lack of effective priority mechanisms for high speed dual ring networks. It is 
evident, that in order for a high priority traffic source to preempt the transmissions by
115
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heavily loaded lower priority traffic sources which are located upstream, the high priority 
source must be able to send multiple requests upstream. In addition, it must ignore the 
lower priority requests which arrive from downstream stations. Although ignoring lower 
priority requests is straightforward, the transmission of multiple requests raises two 
important questions: How many requests must an active class at a station send upstream so 
that channel bandwidth will not be wasted? How can we prevent these requests from inter­
fering with the transmissions of similar priority classes in the other stations’ queues? The 
proposed EP_BWB mechanism in this chapter provides simple answers to these two ques­
tions. The key idea is the following: according to EP_BWB each priority class Pi counts 
only the priority P( requests. This is in sharp contrast with the other proposed priority 
mechanisms in the literature where each class counts requests of its own and of higher pri­
ority. Furthermore, every time a k segment packet of priority Pt arrives at a station, this 
station will immediately send upstream k requests for each priority Pk which is lower 
than Pr  Although these requests will preempt the transmissions of the lower priority 
upstream traffic sources, they will not affect the transmissions of the upstream priority Pi 
sources. In addition, because the number of low priority requests is exactly equal to the 
number of segments in the arrived priority Pi packet, no slot will be wasted.
The EP_BWB operation tries to separate as much as possible the interaction 
between the various priority classes. Then, it will be much easier to balance the unused 
channel bandwidth by a high priority class among the users of the same lower priority 
class. Consequently, according to EP_BWB, each priority class inside a station behaves as 
a complete separate substation with its own parameters and counters. Furthermore, the
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Access Control Field of the slot carries only one busy bit, and a separate Request Field 
(RF) and TAR bit for each priority.
The EPJ3WB mechanism incorporates the request removal algorithm of FBAM 
into its operation. The Request Field Erasure Stations (RFES) are defined in a similar 
manner as in FBAM, and requests are removed by RFESs after they have travelled at least 
half of the ring. Since the Request Field (RF) of each priority requires two bits, the Access 
Control Field (ACF) of the DQDB slot in Fig. 2.1 is not sufficient to support all the 
required control bits. In Fig. 6.1, we show the proposed slot format of EP_BWB in the 
case of three priority classes. It should be noted that we have tried to keep the EP_BWB 
slot format as similar as possible to that of the QA slot of DQDB, since easy interconnec­
tion with IEEE 802.6 network is one of our primary objectives.
0 = length of field in bits 
Q = length of field in bytes [5]










TARth] TAR[m] rARfl] RF[h] RF[m] RF[1] Virtual Channel Identifier
Header Check 
Sequence
(1) (2) (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) (2) (20) (8)
Fig.6.1 EP_BWB slot format
In Fig.6.2, we show the basic components of a station supporting three priority 
classes. Fig.6.2 shows the components which are responsible for the segment transmis­
sions on one ring (Ring A) only. Another set of similar componets is needed for the 
reverse channel (Ring B). Each priority class (where i = h,m,l for high, medium, and
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low priority, respectively) has its own transmission queue and its own set of counters such 
as the erased slot counter (ES_CTR[i]), request counter (RQ_CTR[i]), bandwidth balanc­
ing counter (BWB_CTR[i])f etc. The functions of these counters are similar to those of the 
corresponding counters in the case of FBAM. In addition, each priority class has been pro­
vided with an array of request queues REQ_QS[i,j] (ij = h, m, 1) which describes the num­
ber of priority Pj requests that priority class Pt must send upstream.
Ring A ( f o rw a r d  r in g )
Tx Queue f o r Tx Queue f o r Tx Queue fo r
I UNRG_CTR[h ] RG_CTR(h 1 
1 BWB_CTR[h] REQ_QS[h,h 
| ES_CTR[h] REQ_QS(h,mI 




ES_CTR[m] REQ_QS[m,m| I | ES_CTR[1 
o n  r T O  f m l D m  n c  f m  l l * o  n  r  t d  r l
(tedium priority claaa




Ring B ( r e v e r s e  r in g )
F i g . 6 . 2  Station structure under the EP_BWB mechanism
Fig.6.2 clearly shows that each class Pt can send requests of the same and lower 
priority only; i.e., class Ph has three request queues (REQ_QS[h,h], REQ_QS[h,m], 
REQ_QS[h,l], class Pm has two request queues (REQ_QS[m,m], REQ_QS[m,l]) and 
class P[ has only one request queue (REQ_QS[1,1]). In the sequel, we elaborate on the var­
ious actions that a substation (priority class) can take.
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6.2.1 Transmission of Requests
According to the EP_BWB operation, when a segment of priority Pt becomes first in 
queue, a same priority request will be sent upstream, (i.e., REQ_QS[i,i] will increase by 
1). In addition, whenever a segment of priority P( is generated at a station, regardless of 
whether it is first in queue or not, a separate request will be sent upstream for each priority 
class Pj which is lower than P{ (i.e., the corresponding REQ_QS[ij] will increase by 1). 
The main objective of this approach is to ensure that a control mechanism similar to 
FBAM is applied to the segments of the same priority class. In addition, the higher priority 
class can immediately request all the bandwidth that it needs for the transmission of its 
segments.
6.2.2 Transmission of Segments
Each priority class operates independently on the ring. A segment of priority P{ will be 
sent if and only if the corresponding request counter of priority P{ (RQ_CTR[i]) is 0. 
When an idle slot arrives at a station, the highest priority class sees this slot first. The idle 
slot may be written by a lower priority class only if: a) it has not been reserved by any 
downstream class of similar or higher priority; b) the higher priority classes inside the 
same station are idle.
6.23  Slot Classification
An arriving slot at a station can be classified either as an unreserved idle slot, a reserved 
idle slot, or a busy slot. In EP_BWB the status of a slot is determined as follows:
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a) A slot is considered to be an unreserved idle slot for priority class P(, if its busy bit is 0,
RQ_CTR[i] = 0, and RG_CTR[i] £ REQ_QS[i,i] (i.e., when neither a downstream 
station nor the station itself has sent a priority i request upstream).
b) A slot is also an unreserved idle slot, if its busy bit is 1 and its destination is this station.
c) A slot is considered to be a reserved idle slot, if its busy bit is 0 and either
RQ_CTR [i] > 0 or RG_CTR[i] > REQ_QS[i,i].
d) A slot is a busy slot, if its busy bit is 1 and has destination a downstream station.
6.2.4 Erased Slots Counter Update
In EP_BWB, each priority class determines whether the incoming idle slot is reserved or 
not, and decides on whether it should remove requests accordingly. If a segment can be 
sent in an incoming unreserved slot, there is no need to send upstream the set of requests 
that are generated for this segment. Every priority class P{ has its own Erased Slot 
Counter (ES_CTR[i]) that counts the number of requests it can remove from the channel. 
If class Pi detects an unreserved idle slot, it increments the ES_CTRs of priority Pt and 
lower according to the following rules:
a) If a registered priority P{ segment is going to use an unreserved slot (RG_CTR[i] > 0 or
RQ_CTR[i] > 0), every ES_CTR|j] of priority P j^P( is incremented by 1; this is 
because the registered priority Pt segment has already sent a separate request for 
every class Pj £ Pi .
b) If an unregistered priority Pt segment is going to use the idle slot, every ES_CTR|j] of
priority Pj < P{ is incremented by 1; this is because the unregistered class Pt segment 
has already sent a separate request for every class Pj < P r
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c) If a class Pi is idle (i.e., RQ_CTR[i] = 0 and RG_CTR[i] = 0 and UNRG_CTR[i] = 0), 
it will clear all the priority P( request queues in the station (i.e., set REQ_QS[j,i] = 0, 
where priority Pj is higher than or equal to Pt ); this is because there is no more prior­
ity Pi segment on the station and all the requests for downstream priority P t seg­
ments have already been served. Therefore, all the priority Pi requests that are still 
left in the station are redundant.
In both cases “a)” and “b)’\  if an unreserved idle slot of priority Pt happens to be a 
reserved slot of priority Pj, ES_CTR(j] will remain unchanged. The reason is that since 
class P i has occupied a reserved idle slot of priority PJ t it should return class Pj another 
idle slot by sending a priority Pj request upstream. Therefore, it should not increment 
ES_CTR[j] in the cases of “a)” and “b)’\
6.2.5 Removal of Requests
For each class Pt , whose ES_CTR[i] is greater than 0, a request of priority P( will be 
removed on the reverse channel and ES_CTR[i] will be decremented by 1. The reverse 
channel is always checked first by a station to examine if an incoming segment contains a 
priority Pt request or not. If it does, the request on the reverse channel is removed even if 
there is a request in the station’s request queue. Higher priority is given to the removal of 
requests on the reverse channel because the requests in the request queue will have addi­
tional opportunities to be removed before their transmission. Thus, fewer requests will be 
transmitted onto the channel.
If ES_CTR[i] is greater than 0 and there is no request in the channel, class P i will 
try first to remove a request of priority Pi from its own request queue (REQ_QS[i,i]). If
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REQ_QS[i,i] = 0, class p. will try to remove a P. request from the next higher priority 
request queue (REQ_QS[i+l, i]), and so on. If one priority Pt request is removed, the 
ES_CTR[i] will decrease by one.
Once a request has been removed, no other class at the station can write on this 
request. This is to prevent unnecessary requests from being sent upstream. For instance, 
consider the head station of a distinct ring section with active stations. Let us assume that 
this head station receives continuously unreserved idle slots. It is evident that it should 
never send any request upstream. The reason is the following. According to EP_BWB 
operation, if the head station receives unreserved idle slots continuously, then the erased 
slot counters for all priority classes with non-empty request queues will always be posi­
tive. By not allowing this station to write on a request field, after it has removed a request 
of the same priority, no requests will be sent upstream and the transmissions on this ring 
section will not affect the transmissions of other upstream ring sections.
6.3 The EP.BWB Access Algorithm 
We now provide a complete presentation of the EP_BWB access algorithm by describing 
the reaction of each station to various events.
p
a) A new packet of priority < arrives at the station: the UNRG_CTR[i], as well as each 
REQ_QS[i,j] of P . < Pt , increases by the number of segments in the packet.
p
b) A priority < segment becomes first in the queue: if UNRG_CTR[i] > 0 and 
BWB_CTR[i] < BWB_MOD-l, a p. request will be sent upstream, RG_CTR[i] will 
increase by 1 and UNRG_CTR[i] will decrease by 1.
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c) A slot arrives at the forward bus:-
cl: If the slot is destined for the station and the station, or a downstream class p.  , is 
going to use the slot (i.e., RQ_CTR[i] > 0 or RG_CTR[i] > 0 or 
UNRG_CTR[i]>0), the station should reset the busy bit of the slot. The station 
should also reset the busy bit of the slot if the slot is destined for the station and 
P. is currently the lowest active priority class in the station. 
c2: If there are still priority P. requests waiting in the request queues belonging to 
classes Pi and higher, and P. is not going to use an unreserved slot 
(RG_CTR[i] = UNRG_CTR[i] = RQ_CTR[i] = 0), the station will remove all pri­
ority p.  requests (i.e., set all REQ_QS[j,i] to 0, where the priority of Pj is 
higher than P. ).
c3: For each class Pj(Pj  ̂  Pj),  if the slot is neither reserved by priority P / nor by 
priority P j , then the station will increase ES_CTR[j] by one, if one of the follow­
ing conditions is true: a) the priority P.  class is going to use the unreserved slot 
to transmit its registered segment (RG_CTR[i] > 0); b) a downstream priority 
P.  class is going to use the slot to transmit its segment (RQ_CTR[i] > 0); c) the 
priority p.  class is going to use the unreserved slot to transmit an unregistered 
segment and P} is not equal to P{ (i.e., UNRG_CTR[i] > 0 and P} *  P{). 
c4: If the TAR[i] bit of the segment is set and there are unregistered priority p.  seg­
ments waiting in the queue, the station will send an extra priority p.  request
2. Slots arriving on the forward bus are seen by the various classes in a descending order; 
i.e., higher priority classes see these slots first.
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upstream. In addition, it will increase RG_CTR[i] by one and decrease 
UNRG_CTR[i] by one. If the number of the priority p . TAR segments in the 
station’s queue is larger than the number of the priority p . TAR bits that the sta­
tion owes to the downstream stations, the station will reset the TAR[i] bit in the 
bus and will increase DBTAR_CTR[i] by one 
c5: If priority class P( sees an empty slot (i.e., higher priority classes have not writ­
ten on the slot), it will either decrease RQ_CTR[i] by one (if it is greater than 0) 
or transmit a priority P.  segment (if it has one).
d) A slot arrives on the reverse bus: &
dl: If the P( request field of the slot is set, the station will increase the RQ_CTR[i] 
by one.
d2: If the station is an RFES, it will first examine RF[i] to see whether it should reset 
it. Otherwise, it will increase it by 1. 
d3: If the P( request bit on the channel is set or the ES_CTR[i] is greater than 0, the 
station will not write on the request field of the slot. The station will send a prior­
ity P. request if ES_CTR[i] is 0, the request bit on the channel is not set, and 
one of the REQ_QS[j, i] of priority Pj (Pj £ P() is greater than 0. 
d4: If the ES_CTR[i] is greater than 0, the station will try to remove a request of pri­
ority p. in the following order:
d 4 a )  If the Pi request field of the slot is set, the station will reset it.
3. Slots arriving on the reverse bus are seen by the various priority classes of a station in 
an ascending order (i.e., lowest priority class sees them first)
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d4b) If the request queue REQ_QS[U] of class P. is greater than 0, the station 
will decrease REQ_QS[i,i] by one 
d4c) The station will check the REQ_QS[j,i] queues in priority ascending order.
If REQ_QS[j,i] is greater than zero, the station will decrease it by one.
If the station does remove a priority P. request, it will decrease ES_CTR[i] by
one.
e) The station transmits a segment: the highest priority segment is transmitted. If this is 
of priority p . the station will take the following actions: 
el: It will increase the bandwidth balancing counter of priority p . by one. If the 
transmitted segment is a TAR segment (i.e., BWB_CTR[i] = BWB_MOD[i]), it 
will reset BWB_CTR[i] to zero, set the TAR[i] bit in the forward bus to 1, and 
decrease the DBTAR_CTR[i] (if it is greater than zero) by one. We should notice 
that the station will not set the TAR[i] bit to 1 if DBTAR_CTR[i] is zero and there 
are registered P . segments in the waiting queue. 
e2: If the RG_CTR[i] is greater than 0, the station will decrease it by one. Otherwise, 
it will decrease the UNRG_CTR[i] by one.
6.3.1 Algorithm Discussion
In the EP_BWB mechanism, high priority segments will notify upstream low priority 
classes about their presence as soon as they arrive at a station. Furthermore, they will 
notify similar priority upstream classes of their arrivals according to the FBAM mecha­
nism. A station can thus prevent upstream low priority data from delaying the high prior­
ity segment transmissions while fairly sharing the available bandwidth with similar
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priority sources inside other stations. In the remaining sections, we elaborate on three 
issues regarding the EP_BWB operation.
6.3.1.1 Guaranteeing the Reserved Slots by Low Priority Traffic: When an idle slot 
arrives at a station the higher priority class can always use the slot first, regardless of 
whether the slot has been reserved by a high priority class or by a low priority class. If a 
high priority segment has used a slot which has been reserved by a low priority class, 
EP_BWB will ensure that the low priority class will get an idle slot later on. For instance, 
consider an overloaded network in which only two priority classes are active. Let us 
assume that a station Si has a low priority segment for which it has already sent a request, 
i.e., RG_CTR[1] = 1. If S{ now generates a high priority segment before the arrival of the 
idle slot that has been reserved by the low priority segment, one request would be sent to 
each of the high priority’s request queues (i.e., REQ_QS[h,h] = 1 and REQ_QS[h, 1] = 1). 
When the idle slot that has been reserved by the low priority segment arrives, it will be 
used by the high priority segment. If at this time the low priority request in REQ_QS[h, 1] 
has already been sent, the slot that will be reserved by this request can be used to serve the 
low priority segment. Otherwise, i.e., if REQ_QS[h,l] = 1, then according to step uc3” of 
the algorithm, whenever REQ_QS[U] (= 0) < RG_CTR[1] (= 1), the EP_BWB will con­
sider the arriving idle slot to be a reserved slot by the low priority class and will not 
remove the request. When this request is transmitted later on, another idle slot will be 
reserved and used by the queued low priority segment.
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6.3.1.2 Resetting the Busy Bit: When a station receives a packet with destination the sta­
tion, it will reset the busy bit for spatial reuse. The slot now becomes an idle slot and the 
highest priority class of the station can use it. Let us assume that this class is of priority
a) If there is a priority P, request from downstream (RQ_CTR[i] > 0), the station will
allow the idle slot to go downstream.
b) If RQ_CTR[i] = 0 but there are priority P ( segments (RG_CTR[i] > 0 or 
UNRG_CTR[i] > 0), the station will transmit a segment.
We point out that the station will inform all of its priority classes that the slot has 
been erased, and therefore it is equivalent to an unreserved slot, i.e., no downstream sta­
tion has sent a request for this slot.
6.3.1.3 Resetting the Request Queues: According to EP_BWB, if a class P (. is idle and 
detects an unreserved idle slot, it will reset all the request queues of priority P.  at the sta­
tion. However, it will not reset the request queues of lower priority Pj because these 
requests may now be required to serve priority P . segments although they were originally 
sent to inform upstream stations about the arrival of priority p . segments. In order to 
clarify this, consider the following example. Assume that there is a station with two prior­
ity classes Ph (high) and P, (low). Class Ph has 10 requests in both REQ_QS[h,h] and 
RECLQS[h,l] and class Pl has 10 requests in REQ_QS[1,1]. Let us also assume that in the 
first 10 slots that the station receives on the reverse channel, the request fields of both high 
and low priority are free. Furthermore, all the subsequent slots have their low priority 
request fields set. Since the low priority substation (class) sees the slots on the reverse
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channel first, the low priority class will transmit its low priority requests first. It is now 
evident that the low priority requests in REQ_QS[hJl] must be used to serve the low prior­
ity segments at this station. Therefore, after the transmission of the 10 high priority seg­
ments by the station, the high priority substation must not reset REQ_QS[h,l] to 0 when it 
sees an idle slot on the forward channel.
6.4 Performance Analysis 
In this section, we use simulation results to investigate the throughput and delay perfor­
mance of the proposed EP_BWB mechanism in the presence of two priority classes of 
traffic. We consider a 10 stations, 155 Mbps network with a distance between neighbor 
stations equal to 4 slots and a slot size equal to 53 bytes. Then, the total length of the cable 
will be equal to 40 slots, or equivalently, 21.8 km; a signal propagation delay of 5 (Isec/ 
km is assumed. The selected value of BWB_MOD is 2. The request field of each priority 
class is 2 bits and RFESs are stations , S3, S5, S8. In our performance analysis, we are 
focusing on the uniform traffic scenario. That is, every time a station generates a segment, 
it randomly chooses the destination of the transmission among the downstream stations. 
The shortest path routing rule is used for deciding the ring on which each segment will be 
sent. If the destination station is exactly half a ring away, 50 percent of the packets will be 
transmitted on one ring and the rest will be transmitted on the other ring.
First, we investigate the effect of the presence of low priority traffic on the through­
put of high priority traffic. Initially, we assume that only the high priority class is active 
and overloaded and tries to acquire all the channel bandwidth. Our simulation results 
show that the EP_BWB mechanism is fair and all high priority sources acquire the same
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bandwidth. Then, we consider both low and high priority classes to be overloaded. Our 
simulation results show that the high priority class continues to acquire all channel band­
width; i.e., the throughput of the low priority class is 0. We show this behavior of 
EP_BWB in Fig.6.3, where we have plotted the aggregate throughput of the high priority 
class when the low priority class is idle and when it is overloaded. In both cases the high 







priority clast is idle
\ "  A aggregate high priority throughput when low
Lc*cJ priority class is overloaded
F i g . 6 . 3  Effect of low priority on the high priority 
aggregate throughput
In Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5, we consider an underloaded high priority class and show the 
effect of the low priority traffic on the high priority packet delay. We assume that the high 
priority class generates fixed size packets of 20 segments according to the Poisson distri­
bution. We compare the high priority average packet delay in the absence of low priority 
traffic with its corresponding delay when the low priority traffic is overloaded. In Fig.6.4 
and Fig.6.5 the aggregate high priority load is 0.8 and 0.6 of the maximum throughput
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(3.6 segments/slot), respectively. In both cases the offered load is evenly distributed 
among the stations, i.e., we consider a constant load. Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5 clearly show 
that the effect of the low priority traffic on high priority traffic is minor, which demon­
strates the effectiveness of the proposed priority mechanism.
High priority delay when low priority is idle 






F i g . 6 . 4  Effect of low priority traffic on the high priority 
traffic delay. Aggregate high priority traffic load 
is 0.8 of the maximum throughput (3.6 sgmt/slot)
A very interesting and rather counter intuitive behavior shown in Fig.6.4 is the 
observed lower delays encountered by the high priority traffic in the presence of over­
loaded low priority traffic; one would expect that the high priority delay would always be 
lower when the low priority traffic is idle. The reason for this behavior is the following. In 
the presence of low priority traffic, written slots by a low priority traffic source that arrive 
at a destination station enable this station to determine immediately that these are unre­
served slots and that no requests should be sent upstream. In contrast, in the absence of
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low priority traffic, when an idle slot arrives at a station and the high priority class has 
already sent a request upstream, it has to assume that the idle slot is a reserved slot and 















High priority delay when low priority is idle 
High priority delay when low priority is overloaded
station index
F i g . 6 . 5  Effect of low priority traffic on the high priority 
traffic delay. Aggregate high priority traffic load 
is 0.6 of the maximum throughput (3.6 sgmt/slot)
Finally, in Fig.6.6, we compare the delays encountered by the high and low priority 
traffic sources in the case where the aggregate load generated by each priority class is 0.4 
of the maximum throughput (3.6 segments/slot). In this case, we assume that the low pri­
ority class also generates fixed size packets of 20 segments according to the Poisson distri­
bution. Again, the offered load of each class is evenly distributed among the stations. 
Fig.6.6 clearly shows that the high priority class encounters significantly lower delays. For 
completeness, we have also included in Fig.6.6 the high priority packet delay under an 
idle low priority class. Fig.6.6 shows that these delays are very similar to the ones under a
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Fig.6.6 Comparison of high and low priority packet delay (20 
sgmt/packet) . Aggregate offered load by each of the 
high and low priorities is 0.4 of the maximum 
throughput (3.6 sgmt/slot) uniformly distributed 
among the stations
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced the EP_BWB mechanism for dual ring architectures. 
EP_BWB is a very effective priority mechanism which enables high priority traffic to 
have almost immediate access to the transmission medium regardless of the presence of 
low priority traffic. We have used simulation results to investigate its throughput and delay 
performance in the presence of two priority classes of traffic. We have found that
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EP_BWB can minimize the effect of low priority traffic on the throughput and delay per­
formance of high priority traffic. Therefore, it has the potential of supporting real-time 
traffic.
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CHAPTER 7
APPLICATION TO WIRELESS PERSONAL 
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
7.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the performance of the EP_BWB mechanism 
in a more real-world environment. Motivated by the current world-wide interest in Wire­
less Personal Communication Networks (PCN), we will investigate its applicability to the 
PCN environment.
Personal Communication Networks (PCN) have emerged as an important field of 
research activity in telecommunications [72] [71] [43] [68] [35] which is expected to con­
tinue throughout the 1990’s and into the next century. The driving force behind the great 
research and commercial interest is the vision of providing communication services to any 
person, at any time, at any place, and in any form, as well as the potential revenue that 
these services will generate. The enabling concepts for providing universal personal com­
munications include: terminal mobility provided by wireless access, personal mobility 
provided by personal numbers, and service portability.
Terminal mobility refers to the ability of a mobile terminal to access application ser­
vices from any location, while in motion, as well as to the ability of the network to locate 
the mobile terminal as it moves. Personal mobility refers to the ability of the end user to 
originate and receive calls as well as access a variety of telecommunication services on 
any terminal in any location, and the ability of the network to identify users as they move. 
Personal mobility will be based on the use of a unique Personal Identification Number 
(PIN). Finally, service portability refers to the network capability to provide subscribed
134
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services at the terminal designated by the user. Although voice service is expected to 
remain a key service, a wide variety of other applications will be supported such as file 
transfers, electronic mail, electronic news including special services such as stock market 
news, video telephony, yellow pages, electronic banking, map services, etc. These ser­
vices will be provided through low-power, portable personal digital assistants (palm-top 
computers with wireless communication technology) that can be used in home, buildings, 













Pig.7.1 A typical cellular network
In a PCN, the covered geographical area is partitioned into a set of cells as shown in 
Fig.7.1. Each cell has a Base Station (BS) to exchange radio signals with wireless Mobile 
Units (MU). The base stations are connected to a Switch which grants user access to the 
wireless network and directs the flow of all information to the fixed wireline network.
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Whenever a mobile unit moves from one cell to another during a call, its corresponding 
sessions are handed over to the new cell. This is achieved with the help of a Data Base 
(DB) which is internal to the switch and enables the switch to perform: a) registration of 
subscribers as they move through the network, b) selection of new base stations and radio 
frequencies for calls that require handovers. Most current networks rely on a switch based 
centralized control as the one shown in Fig.7.1. However, the bandwidth demand which is 
imposed by the multimedia services that PCNs are expected to provide requires a more 
efficient utilization of the available radio frequencies advocating a reduction in cell size to 
microcell or picocell level. While such a reduction in cell size can increase significantly 
the number of Mobile Units that can be supported over a geographical area, as well as 
lengthen battery life and improve signal quality, the frequent movement of users across 
cell boundaries imposes a significant burden to the network controllers. Consequently, the 
processing complexity needed to manage a cellular system which is made up of microcells 
and picocells may be excessive for a centralized control system. For this reason, packet 
switched architectures based on distributed network control have been proposed [36] [65] 
[62] [61] [40] [57] to deal with the above problem. In these architectures, the functional­
ity of the centralized switch is partitioned into independent pieces which are distributed 
across a high speed Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) that provides the infrastructure 
for interprocessor communications. In Fig.7.2, we show such an architecture which 
includes the following components:

















Fig.7.2 A distributed network control PCN
Base Interface Unit (BIU): It is the interface between the base station and the MAN. It 
provides access to the MAN and makes the conversion from the radio link protocol to 
MAN protocol format and vice-versa. Two types of addressing are used on the MAN. 
A permanent address assigned to each BIU and a Virtual Circuit Identifier (VCI) 
assigned to each conversation. The BIU will read the addresses of all packets as they 
pass by on the MAN and copy the ones which contain the permanent address of the 
BIU or the VCI assigned to a mobile unit using the base station.
Drunk Interface Unit (TIU): It provides the interface between the MAN and the fixed 
network. It converts the incoming information from the fixed network to the format of 
the selected radio protocol. This simplifies the protocol conversion required at the
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base stations. It also maintains a VCI translation table mapping MAN VCIs into pub­
lic network trunk identifiers.
Cellular Controller Interface Unit (CIU): It provides the interface between the MAN 
and the cellular controller. The CIU is always addressed by its permanent address. 
The cellular controller will coordinate the allocation of VCIs to the pools of VCIs at 
each of the base station interface units.
Home Interface Unit (HIU): It provides access to the Home Data Base (HDB) which 
contains the permanent subscriber parameters of each mobile unit which was origi­
nally registered in its area of authority, which may include many cells. For a mobile 
unit that has currently moved to another area, it has a pointer to the appropriate Visi­
tor Database to assist in routing incoming calls. The HIU is assigned a permanent 
address.
Visitor Database Interface Unit (VIU): It provides the means by which the Visitor 
Database (VDB) accesses the MAN. The VIU is also assigned a permanent address. 
The VDB contains the subscriber parameters of all foreign mobile units which are 
currently visiting the (multiple cells) area over which VDB has authority.
Gateway Interface Unit (GUI): It allows interconnection of MANs so that larger geo­
graphical areas can be covered.
7.2 Operation of the Distributed Control PCN
In this section, we briefly describe: a) how calls initiated by mobile or land based units can 
be established, b) how calls can be handed over to new base stations as a mobile unit 
moves from one cell to another.
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7.2.1 Mobile Call Origination
A mobile wishing to initiate a call sends a request message to the VDB through the closest 
base station. The VDB finds the record for the mobile (which was retrieved by VDB from 
the mobile’s HDB when the mobile entered the new area) and sends an authentication 
message to the BIU to determine whether the mobile will be granted service. The BIU 
passes this message to the mobile which returns an authentication response, followed by a 
call setup message containing the telephone number of the called party. The VDB verifies 
the authentication response and, then, acquires a VCI from the Cellular Controller and 
forwards the setup message, VCI, and the VDB record to the Central Office through the 
TIU. The Central Office sets up the connection and once it has been established, it returns 
a call proceeding message to the TIU to acknowledge the setup. The TIU creates a table 
entry to map the VCI to the Central Office trunk and forwards the call proceeding message 
to the BIU along with the radio VCI. The BIU adds the radio VCI to the list of VCIs which 
are being served by it, and forwards the message to the mobile using the source telephone 
number for last time. From now on, the mobile will communicate with the BIU using the 
radio VCI, unless a handover is needed. When one of the parties decides to hang up, a 
release complete message is sent which is picked up by the TIU which then sends a deal­
locate VCI message to the CIU. The CIU releases the VCI and sends a deallocate VCI 
response to the BIU acknowledging the deallocation of the VCI.
7.2.2 Land Based Terminal Call Origination
The call set up procedures here are similar to those above with the main difference the 
paging procedure used to locate the mobile. When the Central Office receives a setup call
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for a mobile, it uses the destination telephone number to find the HDB with which the 
mobile has registered and, from there, the VDB which is currently associated with it. A 
page message is sent from the HDB to the VDB which broadcasts it to all the base stations 
of the MAN. Upon recognizing the paging message, the mobile sends a page response to 
its VDB via the BIU. The BIU recognizes that this is a control message from the VDB and 
inserts the MAN address for the VDB. An authentication procedure follows between the 
mobile and VDB which is similar to the one of the mobile originated call case. If it is suc­
cessful, the Cellular Controller allocates a Radio VCI and the VDB retrieves the sub­
scriber record of the mobile and sends an authentication success message to the Central 
Office. The BIU and TIU then create table entries for the new VCIs. The mobile can now 
begin using the Radio VCI starting with a call proceeding message.
7.2.3 Handover
Handovers are mobile initiated. When a mobile enters a new cell and decides to switch to 
another base station, it sends a handover message to the new base station that contains the 
Radio VCI and the sequence number of the last message that received from the old base 
station. The new base station adds the new VCI to its table of VCIs and sends a delete 
entry message to the old base station. From this instant, the new base station can start 
accepting packets from the new VCI. In addition, the new base station forwards the han­
dover message to TIU which sends a handover ack followed by the transmission of pack­
ets that may have been lost, i.e., packets with a sequence number larger than the one 
included in the handover message and which have been transmitted by the old base sta­
tion. Immediately following the handover message, the mobile can send packets on the
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new path without any loss. Similar is the handover procedure in the case where the mobile 
moves to another area served by another VDB. In this case, some additional control mes­
sages must be transmitted so that the entry in the old VDB is deleted and a new entry in 
the new VDB is added.
7.3 Voice/Data Performance in the PCN Environment
In this section, we investigate the ability of a dual ring network, running the EPJ3WB 
protocol, to support the interconnection of the base stations in a wireless PCN under 
voice/data transmissions. We assign higher priority to voice traffic and assume that in 
addition to EPJ3WB there is a Bandwidth Manager (BWM) on the MAN which reserves 
20% of the channel bandwidth for call control signalling, handoff management signalling, 
etc., and allocates 80% of the channel bandwidth to voice/data transmissions. That is, if 
155 Mbps is the channel bandwidth then the allocated bandwidth to voice/data traffic 
BWv/d will be 124 Mbps. We consider the voice conversation model of [10] where each 
voice source alternates between talkspurt and silent periods which are exponentially dis­
tributed with means of 1.5 sec and 2.25 sec respectively, i.e., the voice activity factor ac is 
0.4. We assume 64 Kbps PCM encoding for voice and that only talkspurts are packetized 
and transmitted over the network. The voice packetization interval VPI is 5.5 msec so that 
a voice source in talkspurt can fill up the 44 bytes of the segmentation unit field of the slot 
(see Fig. 6.1). The slots filled by a particular voice source are identified by the VCI value 
given by BWM during the call set up stage. We also assume that a single buffer is assigned 
to each voice source which can store only one voice packet. If this packet has not been 
transmitted by the time the next voice packet (from the same voice source) has been gen­
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erated (after 5.5 msec), the new packet will overwrite the old packet in the buffer; i.e., the 
old packet will be discarded. As performance criterion we use the percentage of discarded 
voice packets which should not exceed 1%.
A BWv/d bandwidth provides Sv/d = (BWv/d• VP I) /  (53 • 8 ) slots during a 
VPI time interval. Since voice has (through EP_BWB) preemptive priority over data, an 
estimate of the maximum number of voice users Nv< max that can be supported by the sys­
tem can be derived by the following inequality:
v . m a x  ,  n
E y-w (. 7 “Ku-<g
C .  I J
E ( 7 “)
y = i  J
In equation (7.1), the numerator provides the average number of discarded voice 
packets during one VPI and the denominator provides the average number of generated 
voice packets during one VPI. Since ac = 0.4, Wv max can be as large as 2-5 Sv/d. Sim­
ulation results we have run have shown that (7.1) is satisfied even when the number of 
active voice sources Nv max is very close to 2-5 Sv/rf . As a quick, and rather pessimistic 
approximation, of Nv max we will consider Nv max = 2.4 Sv/d. We should keep in mind 
that the preemptive priority capabilities of voice will prevent the transmission of data in 
the case of a large number of active voice users. Therefore, if it is desirable to guarantee 
some average bandwidth BWd for data, a smaller (than Nv max) number of voice calls 
must be accepted by BWB into the system; we should notice that the number of voice 
users in one ring is also the number of voice calls in the system. Let Er be the total voice
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traffic in Erlangs that should be allowed into the system so that an average bandwidth 
BWd becomes available for data traffic. The value of Er must satisfy the following two 
conditions: a) the average bandwidth for voice (Er • 53 • 8 • 0.4) /VPI must be less than 
or equal to ( BWv/d -BW d), b) the voice packet discarding probability must be less than
0.01 or, approximately, Er must be less than
2.4 Sv/d = (2.4 • (BWv/d • VPI)) /  (53 •  8 ) . By combining “a)” and “b)’\  we 
get the following expression:
E' = (5 3  0 .4 ) (  "’‘"(0.4 • 2.4 • BW„/d. BWv/J-B W d) )  (7.2)
15000
Spatial Reuse Factor = 1 
Spatial Reuse Factor» 2 




average reserved bandwidth for data (Mbps)
Pig.7.3 Voice versus Data load. 155 Mbps channel bandwidth 
80% of which is allocated to voice/data 
transmissions
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In Fig.7.3, we have used equation (7.2) to show the effect of the average reserved 
bandwidth for data (per ring) on the corresponding voice traffic load in Erlangs for differ­
ent values of the Spatial Reuse Factor (SRF). SRF = j indicates that a slot, due to the local­
ity of traffic, carries on the average j different (voice or data) segments per rotation around 
the ring. We see that as the traffic locality increases, the system can support significantly 
higher loads. In order to gain a better understanding of the presented values in Fig.7.3, we 
consider the downtown metropolitan area of the PCN system in [63] which consists of 
rectangular city blocks and for which it is assumed that: a) the two pavements of each 
street are 300m, b) pedestrians are spaced 1.5 m apart during the busy hour, c) 75% of the 
pedestrians have a portable phone, d) there are 1000 people per block inside buildings, of 
which 80% have a phone, e) each subscriber averages 2 calls/busy hour with mean dura­
tion of 1 minute. Under these conditions, the offered traffic per city block (including the 
streets) will be 36.6 Erlangs. Then, Fig.7.3 can provide estimates for the number of city 
blocks that the system can support by dividing its Erlang values by 36.6. For instance, in 
the case where SRF = 1 and the average reserved bandwidth for data is less than 10Mbps, 
the MAN could support the traffic of 105 blocks. If SRF increases to 3, the number of sup­
ported city blocks will increase to 315. Notice, that in the above examples we have consid­
ered a 155 Mbps channel bandwidth. Had we considered an 1 Gbps channel (i.e., the 
bandwidth of Metaring [18]), both the supported voice load and number of city blocks 
would have increased by a factor of about 6.5.
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7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated the potential of a dual ring MAN, employing spatial 
reuse and running the EP_BWB mechanism, to interconnect microcellular base sites in a 
wireless PCN. A significant advantage of the dual ring topology for such an environment 
is that it facilitates, due to its shared medium, the transmission of control information and 
multicasting. In our investigation, we have considered the performance of the system in 
the presence of voice and data traffic. Our analysis clearly shows that dual ring network 
architectures employing the EP_BWB mechanism are very appropriate for the intercon­
nection of the base stations in a wireless PCN because they can support the traffic require­
ments of a large number of microcellular base sites.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this dissertation, we have proposed various channel access mechanisms that can 
improve fairness and introduce bandwidth efficient transmission on large high speed dual 
bus and dual ring network architectures. In addition, we have introduced effective priority 
mechanisms that can meet the diverse throughput and delay requirements of the wide vari­
ety of applications that the high speed networks of the future will support.
In Chapter 2, we have reviewed the existing MAC mechanisms that have been pro­
posed for high speed dual bus and dual ring networks. The limitations of these mecha­
nisms, along with the importance of supporting a wide variety of services over high speed 
MANs, have motivated our research interest in this area. In Chapter 3, we have proposed 
the Buffer Insertion Bandwidth Balancing (BI_BWB) mechanism for dual bus architec­
tures that can significantly improve the downstream stations’ delay performance. 
BI_BWB achieves that by enabling stations to delay, inside a shift register, incoming writ­
ten slots replacing them with their own transmissions. In this way, a downstream station 
can have immediate access to the channel at the cost of increasing the bus latency by one 
slot. The downstream station can then decrease the bus latency when an idle slot, reserved 
by this station, arrives on the forward channel. This idle slot is reserved by a request the 
downstream station sends upstream at the instant it increases the bus latency. We have 
investigated the performance of BI_BWB and we have compared it with that of the most 
efficient existing access mechanisms. Our investigation has clearly shown that BI_BWB 
can increase the convergence speed to the steady state where bandwidth balancing is 
achieved, enables downstream stations to have a faster access to the channel, and allows
146
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them to have control over their access delays. We have also introduced a queuing analytic 
model for BI.BWB which can capture the interaction of the request bits, busy bits, TAR 
bits, and insertion buffers among the stations and provide good estimates for the stations’ 
average segment delay.
In Chapter 4, we have introduced the Preemptive priority Buffer Insertion Band­
width Balancing (P_BI_BWB) mechanism. P_BI_BWB introduces very effective priori­
ties into the system by allowing stations to use their shift registers and to remove the low 
priority traffic from the channel until the transmission of the high priority traffic is com­
plete. In addition, each class not only counts the requests of its own priority, but also 
counts the requests of higher priority classes. As a result, the effects of lower priority class 
on the higher priority class are further eliminated. Our investigation of P_BI_BWB has 
shown that it can fairly distribute the available bandwidth among traffic sources of the 
same priority, provide higher priority users with better performance characteristics, and 
minimize the effect of station location on performance. In addition, its operation does not 
require the wastage of channel slots.
In Chapter 5, we have introduced the Fair bandwidth Allocation Mechanism 
(FB AM) for dual ring architectures. This mechanism enables stations to make bandwidth 
reservations on a continuous basis instead of waiting until bandwidth starvation is 
observed. Thus, it does not encounter the difficult task of determining when bandwidth 
starvation begins, which is a serious drawback of previously proposed access algorithms 
such as the Local and Global Fairness Algorithms, LFA and GFA, respectively. In addi­
tion, its operation requires a much smaller number of control bits in the access control 
field of the slot. We have investigated the performance of FBAM under various traffic sce­
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narios and we have found that it can minimize the interaction between ring sections con­
taining stations with no overlapping transmission paths, thus maximizing the aggregate 
network throughput. In addition, it can evenly distribute the channel bandwidth among the 
competing stations of each ring section. Our investigation has shown that FB AM, which is 
a distributed access mechanism, can achieve in most cases a MAX-MIN throughput fair­
ness, which is considered to be an optimal throughput fairness. Furthermore, in the cases 
where the throughputs provided by FBAM and the MAX-MIN fairness algorithm differ, 
the observed discrepancy is very small. This is a significant advantage of FBAM over all 
the other previously proposed mechanisms.
In Chapter 6 , we have introduced the Effective Priority Bandwidth Balancing 
(EP_BWB) mechanism for dual ring architectures. The operation of EP_BWB is based on 
FBAM and enables high priority traffic to preempt the low priority traffic transmissions. 
We have investigated the performance of EP_BWB in the presence of two priority classes 
of traffic and we have found that it can minimize the effect of the low priority traffic on the 
throughput and delay performance of the high priority traffic. Thus, it can effectively sup­
port real-time traffic.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we have investigated the EP_BWB mechanism in a more real- 
world environment. Motivated by the current world-wide interest in wireless Personal 
Communication Networks (PCN), we have investigated the potential of a dual ring net­
work employing spatial reuse, under the EP_BWB mechanism, to support the intercon­
nection of the base stations on a distributed control wireless PCN carrying voice and data 
traffic. Our analysis has shown that EPJ3WB can indeed provide such an interconnection 
supporting the traffic of a large number of microcellular base sites.
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8.1 Future Work
The main objective in the area of high speed medium access control protocols is to pro­
pose and investigate fair and bandwidth efficient control mechanisms that are appropriate 
for supporting applications with very diverse traffic characteristics, throughput, and delay 
requirements. The introduction of the insertion buffer that enables downstream stations to 
have immediate access to the channel, as well as the transmission of multiple low priority 
requests by high priority traffic sources that can preempt the transmissions of upstream 
low priority sources, are two very significant and effective steps in this direction. They can 
serve as the basis for future research.
For instance, in the case of dual bus architectures, we have proposed the 
P_BI_BWB mechanism which allows a downstream high priority substation to store low 
priority segments. In addition, whenever this substation transmits, it also sends a high or 
lower priority request upstream, depending on whether the transmitted high priority seg­
ment is registered or unregistered. In this way, sufficient idle slots are reserved to guaran­
tee the retransmission of the buffered segments later on. It would be very interesting to 
combine the buffer insertion capability of the P_BI_BWB mechanism with the multiple 
request transmission capability of the EP_BWB mechanism and investigate the corre­
sponding effect on performance. It is not expected that the resulting priority mechanism 
will be more effective than P_BI_BWB. It is expected, however, that the size of the Lower 
Priority Segment (LPS) buffer will decrease. It will also be very interesting to investigate 
the performance of a priority mechanism that uses both LPS buffers and multipriority 
request transmissions on dual ring networks. It is expected that this mechanism will be 
more effective than EP_BWB.
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In Chapter 3, we have provided an analytic queuing model for BI_BWB in the case 
of independent segment transmissions. Extensions of this work may include the introduc­
tion of queueing models for the P_BI_BWB, FBAM, and EP_BWB mechanisms.
Congestion control on high speed networks has been an active research area for the 
past few years. Its objective is to prevent network overloading that may lead to a high 
delay or even deadlock. Congestion control mechanisms must operate on top or in con­
junction with the MAC mechanisms and try to satisfy the quality of service required by 
the end users. This is very important since MAC mechanisms alone cannot guarantee the 
throughput and delay requirements of the end users. For instance, PJBIJ3WB is the most 
effective priority mechanism ever proposed for dual bus networks. It can eliminate the 
effect of low priority traffic on high priority traffic. However, this mechanism will not be 
able to meet the delay requirements of high priority time-critical traffic if the aggregate 
load generated by this traffic is greater than the channel bandwidth. Thus, the need of con­
gestion control becomes evident. A congestion control mechanism, called the Guaranteed 
Bandwidth (GBW) mechanism [11], [64], has been recently proposed for dual bus archi­
tectures. Its operation assigns a cost to each free slot of the channel and guarantees the 
bandwidth each station is willing to pay for. A drawback of GBW is that a station can only 
write on the paid slots even when there is no other active station in the network. Therefore, 
it will be extremely interesting to investigate extensions of the GBW mechanism which 
will enable a station to transmit on unreserved (unpaid) slots. This will provide a greater 
flexibility in allocating bandwidth to the different network sessions and in lowering the 
connection cost through multiplexing. For instance, consider the case of an 155 Mbps dual 
bus network that supports high priority, delay sensitive applications with peak and average
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bandwidth requirements of 7.75 Mbps and 2 Mbps, respectively. If the GBW mechanism 
is used, then 7.75 Mbps must be allocated to each application, the network will be able to 
support only 20  simultaneous sessions, and the cost of each connection will be significant. 
A combination of GBW and P_BI_BWB mechanism, which allows a station to reserve 3 
Mbps and compete for the remaining 4.75 Mbps, may allow the network to support a 
much larger number of connections while satisfying each application’s throughput and 
delay requirements. Consequently, the corresponding network connection cost may be sig­
nificantly reduced. Such an approach can be extremely useful, for instance, in the trans­
mission of compressed video using a hierarchical coding technique [31], [47].
Hierarchical coding, also known as layered coding, divides a signal into subsignals of var­
ious importance to be coded and transmitted separately. A station can then use the guaran­
teed bandwidth to carry the bit stream that contains all the important structural 
information in the image, and compete for additional bandwidth in order to transmit the 
less important information which will add the necessary quality finish.
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